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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to describe the distribution of stutterings among speech 

acts. Ten adult stutterers engaged in conversational tasks designed to naturally encourage 

production of Representatives, Expressives, Commissives, Directives, and Questions. The 

total number of speech acts (i.e., utterances) containing stuttered speech was determined, 

as was the total number of stuttered words within each speech act. A nonparametric 

statistic was used to test for significance. Results indicated that, as a group, stutterings 

were distributed equally among speech acts, although the performance of some subjects 

suggests a clinically relevant speech act-stuttering connection. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

What accounts for loci and frequency variability in stuttering? Why do people who 

stutter seem to stutter more in some circumstances than others? Are certain sounds (words, 

sentence types) associated with increased frequency of stuttering? Many questions 

concerning stuttering variability have been addressed in hundreds of experiments during the 

past five decades. 

One line of investigation concerning stuttering variability has examined the influence of 

a variety of language factors. Hamre (1984) presented an array of perspectives on the 

language-stuttering relationship, and Wingate (1988) analyzed the formal research on 

language factors dating from Spencer Brown's studies at the University of Iowa in the 

1930's. Various syntactic, semantic, phonetic, and prosodic variables have been explored 

as potential contributors to stuttering frequency. In fact, Wingate's (1988) review of this 

evidence and findings from his own research have led him to the position that stuttering 

represents a dismption in high level word selection and assembly neurolinguistic 

operations. 

A glaring omission in stuttering research is the absence of any examination of 

pragmatic influences. The "paradigmatic shift" in psycholinguistics (Pmtting and 

Kirchner, 1983; Muma, 1986) involves a systematic effort to explore contextual influences 

on language use. It has been suggested that application of this development to analysis of 

stuttering variables may be informative: "A unique feature of pragmatics is its thorough 

analysis of communication variables. Methodology derived from this model would be the 

approach of choice for clinical and experimental research on stuttering as a 

'communication' disorder" (Hamre, 1984, p. 245). 
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The general goal of this thesis is to examine the c^plicability of pragmatic variables to 

an explanation of stuttering variability. The remainder of this chapter will include (a) a 

delineation of pragmatics as a unique line of psychohnguistic inquiry, (b) uses of the 

pragmatic model to investigate various speech-language disorders, and (c) the potential 

merits of this model as applied to investigations of stuttering variability. 

Literature Review 

Pragmatics in Psycholinguistics 

Psycholinguistics was previously occupied with measures that document type and 

frequency of various topographies at the syntactic, semantic, and phonological levels. This 

type of analysis does not address the d)niamic processes of communication and is less 

sensitive to the interactional aspects of the communicative situation (Pmtting and Kirchner, 

1983; Muma, 1986). In the prior formalistic linguistic paradigm, the mles governing word 

order were of most import. In the more recent fimctionalistic paradigm, the effects of 

sentence use in context are emphasized. The paradigmatic shift has been from a formalist, 

sjmtactically-based theory to a functionalist, pragmatically-based theory, which explains 

language as a theory of action: Words can affect change and make events happen. 

In 1958, Wittgenstein posited that "meaning is use" and that utterances are only 

explicable in relation to the activities or language games in which they play a role. During 

the same period, Austin (1962) launched his theory of speech acts within the pragmatic 

arena. Austin distinguished between different kinds of acts one does in speaking: (a) 

locutionary acts, which are acts one does in uttering a sentence with determinable sense and 

reference; (b) perlocutionary acts, which refer to the acts one does through saying 

something, the intended or unintended consequences of what one says, where these are 

intuitively not part of the conventional meaning of the utterance; and (c) iUocutionary acts, 

which refer to the intended and conventional use of specific kinds of utterance types. The 



term "speech act" has come to designate exclusively the iUocutionary act (Levinson, 1980). 

Austin posited that speech act types could be characterized in terms of their "felicity 

conditions," which specify the way that the context has to be in order for a particular 

utterance of a speech act type to be successful. By classifying speech acts into different 

types, the uses and effects of speech acts can be better understood. 

A number of classification systems for speech acts have evolved since Austin 

proposed his theory. According to Levinson (1980,1983), Searle's theory of speech acts 

is Austin's theory systematized. Searle (1976) proposed a general typology of felicity 

conditions in terms of preparatory conditions, sincerity conditions, and propositional 

content conditions. Every utterance is said to have its own iUocutionary force. Yet 

according to Searle (1969,1976), every speech act faUs into one of only five very general 

categories since there are five basic kinds of action that one can perform in speaking, by 

means of the foUowing types of utterances: (a) Representatives, which commit the speaker 

to the truth of an expressed proposition (e.g., asserting, concluding); (b) Expressives, 

which express a psychological state (e.g., thinking, apologizing); (c) Commissives, which 

commit the speaker to some future course of action (e.g., promising, threatening); (d) 

Directives, which are attempts by the speaker to get the Ustener to do something (e.g., 

requesting, questioning); and (e) Declarations, which affect immediate changes in the 

institutional state of affairs and tend to rely on elaborate extra-linguistic institutions (e.g., 

excommunicating, declaring war). Searle expanded his theory by categorizing aU speech 

events into different types of acts and then trying to determine the felicity (or validity) 

conditions placed on each type of speech act. He added dimensions based on the intent of 

the utterance, including purpose, direction of fit between word and world, and 

psychological state. 

The Speech Act Theory attempts to capture aU the possible functions of language by 

classifying the kinds of action that can be performed by speech. It treats language as a 



chain of utterances which are usuaUy defined in terms of speaker intentions and beliefs 

(Wolfson, 1989). Other speech act classification systems have been defined according to 

expressed attitudes rather than actions (Bach and Hamish, 1979), positions a speaker holds 

toward a proposition (Fraser, 1975), and relational/interactional factors rather than semantic 

ones (Wish, D'Andrade, and Goodnow, 1980). 

Grice (1975) described conversations as cooperative efforts in which participants 

recognize a common purpose or set of purposes during their exchange. He formulated the 

Cooperative Principle, which participants are typicaUy expected to observe, stated as 

foUows: "Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which 

it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are 

engaged" (p. 45). Grice then distinguished four categories based on the Cooperative 

Principle, each containing one or more maxims concerning the conversational contribution. 

He referred to the first category as Quantity, which states that the conversational 

contribution should be as informative as is required, but not more informative than is 

required. The second category is the Quality category, whose maxims state that the 

contribution should be one that is true; it should not be said if it is believed to be false, or if 

sufficient evidence is lacking. Relation is the next category, stating that participants should 

offer relevant contributions. Manner is the final category, which includes the foUowing 

maxims: Obscurity of expression and ambiguity should be avoided, and participants 

should be brief and orderly. TypicaUy, conversational participants try to foUow the 

Cooperative Principle and its subcategories of Quantity, C^iality, Relation, and Manner 

when performing speech acts for specific purposes. 

In conversational discourse, when a speaker decides to say something, he chooses one 

speech act over another. This choice communicates his specific communicative intent and 

often affective information as weU (Dore, 1977). Thus, in choosing a speech act, a speaker 

must select words, sentence stmctures, and modes of communication which are appropriate 



within the context of a given physical setting, time, and set of participants (Hartley and 

Griffith, 1988). 

Speech acts as defined by Searle have typicaUy been studied in terms of single 

utterances, individual sentences, or hypothetical statements rather than segments of 

conversational discourse. In recent years, considerable attention has been given to Speech 

Act Theory and its application to discourse materials, although the utterance or discourse 

unit is not clearly definable (Crystal, Fletcher, and Garman, 1976; Hurtig, 1977; Cicourel, 

1980; Crystal, 1980). "There is a tension between the analysis of individual speech acts 

and the work required to parse and then assign speech act significance to the utterances that 

make up connected discourse" (Cicourel, 1980, p. 24). 

Several studies involving pragmatic speech act analysis in conversation were reviewed 

by the researcher and are summarized in the foUowing paragraphs. The researcher noted 

that aU of the authors discussed assigning a speech act type to each "utterance;" however, 

none of the authors explicitly defined what constituted an utterance or how separate speech 

act units were identified within the discourse. 

In 1973, Dore conducted a study in which he observed natural interaction between 

chUdren approximately one year old and their mothers. Data were analyzed in terms of 

speech events and speech acts, and the results attempted to explain the nature of the child's 

linguistic utterances in terms of "primitive speech acts." Dore categorized these primitive 

speech acts as foUows: labeling, answering a question, caUing, request-command, 

greeting, imitating, protesting, and practicing. The foUowing four types of data were used 

in determining primitive speech acts: The child's utterance, his non-linguistic behavior, his 

mother's response, and the context. The results indicated that infants have different styles 

(stmctural and functional) of speech act production before syntax, and Dore concluded that 

the speech act is a viable unit for the analysis of language acquisition. 



According to Folger and Chapman (1978), speech act analysis has provided a basis for 

studying language acquisition from a communicative perspective. "By identifying the 

functions of language, Searle's nomenclature estabUshes the potential for tracing the 

development of pragmatics" (p. 25). They conducted a study in which six chUdren's 

imitations were examined through the pragmatic dimension by observing the 

correspondence between the imitative behavior of the parents and their children, and the 

correspondence between certain pragmatic functions of the parents' utterances and their 

chUdren's imitations. Utterances were coded by pragmatic function using a modified 

version of Dore's communicative intentions scheme. Folger and Chapman attempted to 

differentiate pragmatic functions which placed different response demands on the Ustener. 

They included the foUowing categories: descriptions, statements, requests for information, 

requests for permission, requests for action, conversational devices, performative play, 

eUcited imitation, repetition, and other (any utterances which were not words but sounds). 

Results of the study showed that mothers appeared similar in the distribution of speech 

acts, and five of the ten categories accounted for over ninety percent of their utterances. 

The pragmatic categorization of the study revealed that requests for infonnation were more 

than twice as frequent as requests for action. The summary of the study reflected both the 

relative frequency with which parents produce the different speech acts and the differential 

frequency with which chUdren imitate utterances in each pragmatic category, suggesting 

that chUdren may discriminate among speech acts when they imitate their parents' 

utterances. Differences in the average percentages of imitations for each of the children 

suggested that the reason for the selective imitation may Ue in the pragmatic differences 

among the speech acts themselves. 



Using Pragmatics to Investigate Communication Disorders 

Certain speech and language disorders have been examined under a pragmatic 

framework. In 1982, CampbeU and Schriberg studied associations among pragmatic 

function, in terms of comment and topic, and linguistic stress for each of four natural 

phonological processes (Final Consonant Deletion, Stopping, Palatal Fronting, and Velar 

Fronting) in five speech-delayed chUdren. One of the purposes of the study was as 

foUows: 

...because of the difference in the degree of informativeness inherent in 
comments and topics, data were coUected to determine whether chUdren 
with delayed speech differ in their use of four phonological processes 
during spontaneous production of these two pragmatic functions, (p. 549) 

Judgments were made concerning the pragmatic fimction of each word in the sampled 

discourse. Topics and comments were defined in relation to the discourse (continuous 

stretch of language larger than a sentence) rather than the sentence, since the chUdren often 

did not use complete sentences. The discourse topic was defined as the presupposed or old 

information; whereas, the discourse comment was defined as the newest, most informative 

aspect of the discourse. Data from the study indicated that phonological process usage 

occurred proportionaUy less often during production of comments (10%) than topics 

(42%). The authors interpreted this finding by suggesting that pragmatic variables, along 

with syntactic and semantic variables, are important inputs to organization plans for speech. 

Pmtting and Kirchner (1987) took a psycholinguistic approach, applying speech acts 

to speech-language pathology. They viewed speech acts as "the abUity to take both speaker 

and listener role appropriate to the context" (p. 118). Pmtting and Kirchner (1983, 1987) 

took a slightly different view from Levinson (1980) and others and essentiaUy interpreted 

Searle's "speech act" as the entire speech event, a communicative task comprised of the 

utterance act, the propositional act, the Ulocutionary act, and the perlocutionary act. In 

1987, Pmtting and Kirchner used a pragmatic protocol to evaluate a range of pragmatic 
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parameters in a sample of conversational speech from the foUowing six diagnostic groups: 

chUdren with language disorders, chUdren with articulation disorders, chUdren developing 

language normaUy, adults foUowing a left hemisphere cerebrovascular accident (CVA), 

adults foUowing a right hemisphere CVA, and adults with normal language. "Speech act 

pair analysis" and "Variety of speech acts" were two items examined wiUiin the Verbal 

Aspects section of the protocol. Pmtting and Kirchner divided specific speech acts into tiie 

foUowing types of speech act pairs, depicting the speaker's iUocutionary act as weU as the 

expected perlocutionary act: directive/compliance, which included personal need, 

imperatives, permissions, directives, question directives, and hints; query/response, which 

included requests to confirmation, neutral requests for repetition, and requests for specific 

constituent repetition; request/response, which included direct requests, inferred requests, 

requests for clarification, and acknowledgements of requests for action; and 

comment/acknowledgement, which included descriptions of ongoing activities or of 

immediate subsequent activities; descriptions of state or condition of objects or people, 

naming, and acknowledgements that are positive, negative, expletive, or indicative. 

Results of the study showed differences in the way in which pragmatic deficits were 

distributed across the four diagnostic groups of subjects with speech and language 

disorders. The adult subjects with a left hemisphere CVA produced a profile of deficits 

related to linguistic constraints, one of which included the variety of speech acts produced. 

Gmbman-Black (1988) used Pmtting and Kirchner's above-mentioned Pragmatic 

Protocol in stuttering programs with 21 chUd and adult stutterers to identify, assess, and 

address issues of experiences, famiUarity, and comfort levels, and to program applications 

of selected pragmatic abUities associated with an individual's stuttering. Gmbman-Black 

stated that discourse analysis was a significant advantage of the program; however, he did 

not delineate how the analysis was performed. Group trends for the 21 stutterers indicated 

specific problem areas with the query or request/response and comment/acknowledgement 



speech act pairs and with the variety of speech acts used under the Verbal Aspects section 

of the protocol. 

Unfortunately, the methods used for parsing conversational discourse into separate 

speech acts so that they could be classified and taUied were not definitively described in the 

studies reviewed. No inter- or inttajudge reUabUity scores were included for this particular 

task. This poses a serious problem for those interested in repUcation as weU a for 

interpretation (generalization) of findings. 

Using Pragmatics to Investigate Stuttering VariabiUty 

It has been noted that the frequency of stuttering varies according to pragmatics, 

including the circumstances of speaking involved (Bloodstein, 1949). For instance, it has 

been suggested that stutterers rarely stutter when speaking recitatively, when speaking with 

pets, when speaking a role in a play, or when talking to smaU chUdren. "They tend to have 

somewhat less trouble when engaged in 'smaU talk,' but have their greatest difficulty when 

intending to teU someone something 'important'" (Wingate, 1988, p. 251-2). Wingate 

(1988) proposed that the circumstances associated with increased levels of stuttering 

paraUel levels of increased propositionaUty. He explained that propositional utterances cu-e 

novel, designed uniquely for a particular communicative circumstance, and generated at the 

tune of expression. "Propositional utterances are intemaUy coherent, appropriate in 

reference, relevant to the situation, and have a communicative value that is intended by the 

speaker and so perceived by the listener" (p. 249). Wingate stated that there are various 

levels of propositional speech according to the differing degrees of organizational and 

planning demands on the speaker occasioned by different circumstances, conditions, and 

ideational content. For example, cursing, phatic utterances, and memorized oaths would 

require less propositional effort than spontaneous speech used to describe or explain a 

particular concept. 
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Wingate did not address the possibiUty of a relationship between speech acts and 

propositionaUty. However, it does seem that differential speaker intentions undergird both 

constmcts and may represent a basic simUarity in cognitive-linguistic operations suggested 

by th constracts "speech act" and "propositionaUty." 

Purpose of the Studv 

Pragmatics, in terms of speech acts, has been used for particular studies concerning 

normal language development (Dore, 1973; Folger and Chapman, 1978). Pmtting and 

Kirchner (1983,1987) and Gmbman-Black (1988) have used a Pragmatic Protocol which 

includes "speech act pairs" as a criterion in assessing some communication disorders. 

However, episodes of stuttering have not been studied expUcitly in conversational 

discourse according to the particular iUocutionary act (speech act) being attempted. 

Wingate (1988) discussed differences in frequency of stuttering according to different 

levels of propositionaUty. However, he did not address the potential relationship between 

propositionaUty and speech act choice. It seems reasonable to speculate that the inherent 

differences between speech acts (in terms of intention, iUocutionary force, and 

propositional content) may engage different types (if not levels) of propositionaUty. If 

stuttering is influenced by differential "loads" on language formulation requirements, and if 

speech acts represent "real" psychological events, then stuttering frequency may be 

influenced by certain speech acts. 

ff a certain speech act is more "difficult"—stuttering is more likely—then the difficulty 

might be revealed in at least two ways. It may be expected, for example, that more 

utterances representing that speech act would contain a stutter; fewer utterances would be 

"stutter free" compared to utterances representing other speech acts. Secondly, the 

difficulty of that speech act may be revealed by a greater likelihood that multiple stutters 

would occur in single utterances representing that speech act. This study wiU measure both 
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of these dependent variables: (a) the number of utterances which contain stuttering for each 

speech act condition and (b) the total frequency of stutters for each speech act condition. 

Hypotheses 

This study was designed to test the foUowing nuU hypotheses: ff stutterers' 

conversational utterances are classified into five speech act categories, then: 

1) There wiU be no significant difference in mean frequency of stuttered utterances 

among the five categories. 

2) There wiU be no significant difference in mean frequency of total stuttered words 

among the five categories. 



CHAPTER n 

METHODS 

This study entaUed analyzing stuttering episodes from a functionaUstic, pragmaticaUy-

based perspective according to iUocutionary acts, or speech acts (Searle, 1969) to detennine 

the distribution of stutterings among speech acts during conversation between adult 

stutterers and the researcher. The methods involved in conducting the study are outlined 

below. 

Subjects 

Subjects for the study were 10 adult stutterers, ranging in age from 18 to 68 years, 

with an average age of 36.4 years. Their educational levels ranged from 12 to 22 years, 

with an average of 15.3 years of formal education. The group consisted of 7 Caucasians, 2 

Hispanics, and 1 Black. One of the subjects was female, and the other 9 were male. The 

subjects had previously been diagnosed by certified speech-language pathologists as 

stutterers with no accompanying speech, language, or hearing problems. No previous 

diagnoses of mental retardation, emotional disturbance, or clinicaUy identifiable neurologic 

impairments were present. The subjects represented a wide range of stuttering severity 

level, from very mUd to very severe, although the majority feU in the lower Iknits of the 

range. This skew in the distribution of stuttering severity is typical (Johnson, 1963; 

Soderberg, 1962b; Wingate, 1988). AU of the subjects had had therapy for stuttering at 

some time; however, only 2 of the subjects were enroUed in therapy at the time of the 

study. 

12 
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Procedures 

Subjects signed a standard consent form (see Appendix A) and were then provided 

with verbal instmctions from the researcher as foUows: 

We know that some stutterers stutter more or less depending on different 
situations, such as when they're alone, when they're with a close friend, 
when they're talking to a pet, etc. I'd like to get a sample of your taUdng in 
conversation, so I'm just going to converse with you, ask you some 
questions, and ask you to do some tasks. Please just try to converse with 
me as normaUy and naturaUy as possible. 

Conversation between the researcher and each subject, lasting from 15 to 30 minutes, was 

videotaped using an RCA SelectaVision VHS VCR and Certron T-120 video cassette tapes. 

Specific tasks and conversational topics involved are discussed in a succeeding section of 

this chapter. Each subject's language sample was then orthographicaUy transcribed (see 

Appendix B) from the video cassette tapes. Instances of stuttering were noted by placing 

an asterisk in front of the syUable involved. For each utterance within a sample, the 

researcher documented the speech act type and whether or not stuttering occurred. For 

each speech act which contained stuttering, the researcher documented how many stutters 

occurred. An example of this documentation procedure is shown in Table 1 (p. 19). 

Classification for Stutterings 

According to Wingate (1964,1988), there are two kemel characteristics of stuttering 

that can be discriminated as foUows: repetitions (audible or sUent) of single-speech 

elements (sounds or syUables) and prolongations (audible or sUent). "One or the other, or 

both, or these kemel characteristics are found in aU cases of stuttering" (1964, p. 487). 

Repetitions of single-speech elements include repetitions of a sound, syUable, or one-

syUable words. These repetitions are sometimes referted to as clonic stuttering and can be 

either audible or sUent. One-syUable word repetitions are only considered stutterings if 

they occur with prolongations or part-word repetitions, occur frequenUy and are of long 
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duration, or occur in association with signs of stmggle. SUent prolongations refer to 

involuntary hesitations that occur at an inappropriate site in an expression, occur with 

associated auditory cues (e.g., excessive loudness), or occur with associated visual cues 

(e.g., exaggerated facial movements). Audible prolongations refer to audible extensions of 

sounds beyond their appropriate duration. In this study, judgments of stuttering were 

made according to whether the subject exhibited one or more of the kemel characteristics. 

Classification for Speech Acts 

This study attempted to differentiate speech act types based on classification systems 

mentioned previously, primarUy using Searle's system of five basic speech acts (1977) 

with some modifications. The limitations of the research setting constrained the fuU range 

of speech acts that could be studied. Five categories of speech acts were examined within 

this study, as foUows: Representatives, Expressives, Commissives, Directives, and 

Questions. The Questions and Directives categories are constituents of Searle's 

"Directives" category and were classified separately since there could be a difference in 

levels of propositionaUty or degrees of organizational and planning demands for the 

speaker. Due to the difficulty involved in eliciting utterances from Searle's "Declarations" 

category whUe maintaiiung sincerity rules, a category for Declarations was not included in 

this study. Example utterances/units for each speech act category are listed in Figure 1 (p. 

20). 

The basic criterion for identifying a speech act was the speaker's expression of a 

"thought unit." That is, if an utterance (phrase, sentence, or clause) could be identified as 

expressing an idea, analogous to a proposition (Nortis and Bruning, 1988; Wingate, 1988) 

or "thought unit," it was designated as a single speech act. 

In addition to counting the total number of speech acts stuttered and not stuttered in 

each category, the total number of words used (stuttered and not stuttered) in producing 
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each speech act were also counted so that an average length of utterance could be calculated 

for each speech act type. Acknowledgements or words4)hrases with low propositional 

content (e.g., yeah, man, oh, let's see, okay, uh) and repeated words (e.g., it it it) were 

not stuttered by any of the subjects. These words were disregarded when differentiating 

speech act types and when counting total words within a speech act. 

Speech Act EUcitation Tasks 

In selecting tasks and conversational topics to be used in the study, the researcher 

devised a Ust of criteria that each task/topic had to meet in order to be used for speech act 

(utterance) eUcitation, as foUows: (a) The task/topic must not overtly violate rules of 

sincerity (Grice, 1975); (b) The task/topic must be able to be incorporated into as "natural" 

a conversation as possible; and (c) The task/topic must encourage at least ten utterances for 

each of the five speech act categories. PUot work was done to derive tasks which would be 

most successful at eliciting the intended speech acts. Experimental tasks/conversational 

topics were presented to one stutterer and two nonstutterers to identify which ones would 

most efficiently achieve the criteria established for eUcitation. Based on the results of the 

pUot work, one to three eUcitation tasks were chosen for each speech act category. These 

tasks/topics appear in Figure 2 (p. 21). It should be noted that the researcher's comments 

and questions varied sUghUy from subject to subject in an attempt to engage in as "normal" 

a conversation as possible. Since one cannot predict another's responses in conversational 

interaction, the researcher was unable to constmct or adhere to an a priori "script" with 

memorized lines. Therefore, Figure 2 is a general outUne of the topics and tasks used in an 

attempt to eUcit certain speech act types. The order of introduction of the tasks and 

conversational topics was counterbalanced to control order effects. 

Due to individual differences, the researcher's selected tasks did not always elicit the 

expected response or speech act, and the same number and types of speech acts were not 
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obtained from each subject. Throughout the conversation, various speech acts (especiaUy 

Representatives and Expressives) occurred "unexpectedly"~not in response to a specific 

task/conversational topic. For example, during the barrier game, one subject said, "Let me 

ask you this: Are you planning to be a school teacher?" The researcher attempted to 

acquire a minimum of ten speech acts from each category. With some subjects, it was 

necessary to use more than one task or to do a certain task repeatedly to eUcit the minimum 

number of speech acts. Other subjects used weU over the minimum number of speech acts 

by doing only one task. This variabiUty in number of words spoken or subject 

"talkativeness" is typical when obtaining conversational language samples (Knabe, Nelson, 

and WUliams, 1966; Boyd and Perkins, 1974). 

To elicit Representatives, the researcher asked the subject to teU about a movie he/she 

had seen lately, or about his/lier favorite movie. To elicit Expressives, the researcher asked 

the subject to discuss his feeUngs/opinions concerning the presidential election, capital 

punishment, and gun conttol. To elicit Commissives, the researcher asked the subject to 

relay his plans for the rest of the day foUowing his participation in the study, ff more 

utterances (Commissives) were needed to meet the minimum requirement, then the subject 

was asked to teU his plans for the weekend. If stiU more Commissives were needed, the 

researcher asked the subject what he would say in certain situations. The subject was 

asked to begin each statement with the phrase, "If that happens again, I'U." (A list of 

hypothetical situations presented to the subject can be found in Appendix C.) To elicit 

Directives, the researcher asked the subject to participate in a "barrier game." A barrier 

separated the drawing pads of the researcher and the subject. To famiUarize the subject 

with the procedures/rules of the game, the researcher first gave oral instmctions to the 

subject about how to draw a simple object. The subject was then asked to oraUy direct the 

researcher to draw an object, ff more Directives were needed to obtain the minimum 

number, the game was played a second (and sometimes a third) time. To eUcit Questions, 
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Uie researcher asked Uie subject to participate in a game of "Twenty Questions." The 

researcher thought of a person or an animal, and the subject was aUowed to ask a maximum 

of twenty questions to determine who or what the person/animal was. ff a subject guessed 

the cortect answer after only a few questions, the game was played a second (and 

sometimes a Uiird) time to eUcit additional (Questions. 

ReliabiUtv 

Episodes of Stuttering 

Each subject's language sample was divided into four equal time segments. One of the 

segments from each sample was randomly selected and played for a judge who was a 

speech-language pathology graduate student and had been trained to identify episodes of 

stuttering according to Wingate's definition of stuttering. The judge was provided with a 

written transcript of each subject's language sample and was asked to foUow the transcript 

whUe UsteiUng and watching each video tape and to circle the syUables on which stutterings 

occurred. The percentage of agreement between the researcher and the judge was 

calculated using the foUowing formula: A/N x 100, where A = the total number of stutter 

agreements, and N = the total number of stutters (stutter agreements + disagreements). 

This produced a percentage agreement of 88%. 

Speech Acts 

The researcher explained the criterion for dividing conversational discourse into 

propositions or thought uiuts and then defined and gave examples of the five speech act 

types to an unbiased judge. The judge was asked to parse each subject's language sample 

into separate units and assign a specific speech act type to each unit. The percentage of 

agreement between the researcher and the judge was calculated using the foUowing 

formula: A/N x 100, where A = the total number of unit/speech act type agreements, and N 
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= the total number of unit/speech act type agreements + disagreements). Interjudge 

agreement was calculated to be 94%. 
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Table 1. Determination of (a) Whether a Speech Act Utterance Was Stuttered and 
(b) the Number of Stuttered Words For Each Speech Act 

Utterance Speech Act 
Type 

Stuttered or # of Words 
NotSttJttered Sttittered 

I saw that *movie yesterday. Representative 

I'm a *Woody AUen *fan. Representative 

I've lost a lot of sleep. Representative 

+ 

+ 

1 

2 

0 

* = stuttered syUable foUows 

-I- = stuttered 

- = not stuttered 
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Speech Act Example Units 

Representatives 

Expressives 

Commissives 

Directives 

Questions 

"I saw that movie about two weeks ago." 

"I'm a Woody AUen fan." 

"I have lost a lot of sleep this week." 

"I don't think Dukakis is going to win the election." 

"I beUeve it'U be at Lowry Field Saturday night." 

"I don't think I'd say anj^hing in those circumstances." 

"If that happens agaki, I'U make you clean up my yard." 

"I'm gonna go out to the maU." 

"And of course that night we'U go to the baU game." 

"Draw a large triangle at the top of the paper." 

"Draw a line up at the top of the sheet." 

"Put a smaU vertical rectangle at the bottom of it." 

" Is it a horse?" 

"Is she the wife of a poUtician?" 

"Do you have to take him something to eat?" 

Figure 1. Example Units From Each Speech Act Category 
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Expected Speech Act Task Researcher's Comments 

Representatives 

Expressives 

Movie "Have you seen any movies lately? Oh, I 
haven't seen that one. TeU me about it." 

Presidential "How do you feel about the presidential 
Election election? 

Commissives 

Directives 

Questions 

Capital "How do you feel about capital punishment? 
Punishment 

Gun Control 

After This 

Weekend 

Commissive 

"How do you feel about gun conttol? 

"TeU me what you plan to do after we finish 
talking here." 

"TeU me about your plans for this weekend." 

"TeU me what you would do in the foUowing 
situations." 
(See Appendix C for specific examples) 

Barrier Game "I'm going to place this board between us 
and then try to teU you how to draw a simple 
object without teUing you what it is. Now 
you think of a simple object and try to teU me 
how to draw it without teUing me what it is." 

Twenty "Have you ever played a game caUed 
Questions 'Twenty Questions'? I'm going to think of a 

person or an animal, and you may ask up to 
twenty questions to try to guess who or 
what it is." 

Figure 2. Speech Act EUcitation Tasks 
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RESULTS 

The nuU hypotheses for this study were stated as foUows: ff stutterers' conversational 

utterances are classified into five speech act categories, then (1) there wiU be no sigruficant 

difference in mean frequency of stuttered utterances among the five categories, and (2) 

there wiU be no sigruficant difference in mean frequency of total stuttered words among the 

five categories. 

The total, range, and mean number of speech acts obtained from each subject are 

shown in Table 2 (p. 25). Table 3 (p. 26) depicts group totals for stuttered and 

nonstuttered speech acts. Group totals for number of stuttered and nonstuttered words 

within each speech act category are Usted in Table 4 (p. 27). 

The samples used in this study did not meet the assumptions required for performing 

parametric statistics (Siegel, 1956; Ventry and Schiavetti, 1986), such as (a) the population 

parameter should be normaUy distributed; (b) the level of measurement of the parameter in 

question should be interval or ratio; and (c) the sample should be fairly large, containing at 

least 20 to 30 subjects. The subjects for this study were not randomly selected, nominal 

and ordinal levels of measurement rather than intervals or ratios were used, and the number 

of subjects studied (10) was fairly smaU, making it difficult to assure that the sample was 

representative of the stuttering population and normaUy distributed. Therefore, 

nonparametric statistics were used on both sets of data to test the two hypotheses. 

To test the first hypothesis, the percentage of speech acts containing stuttering was 

calculated for each subject for each of the five speech act categories. Percentages were then 

ranked from 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest percent value and 5 being the highest. The 

Friedman Two-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) by Ranks was performed on the 
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group rank totals (see Table 5, p. 28). Results indicated no significant difference (p < .05) 

among stuttered speech acts for the group. To test the second hypothesis, percentages of 

total words stuttered on each speech act type were calculated for each subject and then 

ranked from 1 to 5, with 1 being the lowest percent value and 5 being the highest. Results 

of the Friedman Two-Way ANOVA by Ranks (see Table 6, p. 29) revealed no significant 

difference (p < .05) for percentage of words stuttered among speech acts. The results 

obtained did not permit rejecting either of the nuU hypotheses. 

Cursory inspection of a line graph depicting percentage of speech acts stuttered (see 

Figure 3, p. 31) for individual subjects revealed that for Subjects C, F, G, H, and J, there 

was miiumal difference (ranging from 20 to 33 percentage points) between the speech act 

stuttered most frequentiy and the speech act stuttered least frequently. For Subjects A, B, 

D, E, and I, there was a sUghtly greater difference (ranging from 38 to 47 percentage 

points) between the speech act contaiiung the highest percentage of stutters and the speech 

act containing the lowest percentage of stutters. None of these differences were greater 

than 47%. Thus, the speech act being performed seemed to affect stuttering frequency 

more for some subjects than for others. 

Examination of a line grc ĵh displaying percentage of total words stuttered (see Figure 

4, p. 32) by individual subjects revealed findings consistent with the group results: 

Stutterings were rather evenly distributed among speech acts for individual subjects. 

Subject B had a difference of 17 percentage points between the speech act containing the 

highest percentage of total stuttered words (Questions) and the speech act containing the 

lowest percentage of total stuttered words (Expressives). The other nine subjects showed 

oiUy a smaU difference (ranging from 3 to 7 percentage points) between total stuttered 

words on one speech act versus another. 
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Post-Hoc Results 

To explore a potential relationship between stuttering severity and stuttered speech 

acts, each of the ten subjects received a stuttering severity level rating of rrdld, 

mUd/moderate, moderate, moderate/severe, or severe (see Table 7, p. 30). These ratings 

were assigned by the researcher prior to the inspection of individual speech act data. 

Judgment of severity level was based on (a) the percentage of words stuttered within the 

language sample, (b) the duration of clonicAoiuc repetitions and/or prolongations, and (c) 

the amount of effort expended, based on the number and severity of accessory features 

accompanying episodes of stuttering. It was found that three subjects (B, E, and G) were 

judged to be "severe" stutterers, and these subjects also revealed the highest percentage of 

speech acts stuttered on Commissives (see Figure 4, p. 32). Possible reasons for these 

results wiU be discussed in Chaper IV. 
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Table 2. Total, Range, and Mean Number of Speech Acts and Stuttered Words 
Produced By 10 Subjects 

Speech Acts 

Representatives 

Expressives 

Commissives 

Directives 

Questions 

Stuttered Words 

Total 

251 

287 

132 

175 

197 

671 

Range 

15-37 

16-40 

9-18 

12-30 

14-26 

24-110 

Mean 

25.1 

28.7 

13.2 

17.5 

19.7 

67.7 
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Table 3. Group Totals for Stuttered and Nonstuttered Speech Acts 

Speech Act 

Representatives 

Expressives 

Commissives 

Directives 

Questions 

Total Produced 

251 

287 

132 

175 

197 

Sttittered 

110 

122 

55 

83 

67 

Nonstuttered 

141 

165 

77 

92 

130 
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Table 4. Group Totals for Stuttered and Nonstuttered Words Within Speech Acts 

Speech Act 

Representatives 

Expressives 

Commissives 

Directives 

Questions 

Stuttered Words 

168 

182 

95 

137 

89 

Nonstuttered Words 

2146 

2528 

1284 

1620 

964 
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Table 5. Friedman Two-Way ANOVA By Ranks For Percent Speech Acts 
Stuttered 

Degrees of Freedom 

Number of Samples 

Number of Cases 

Chi j-Squared 

Chi Corrected for Ties 

Number of Tied Groups 

4 

5 

10 

5.5 

5.6 

1 

p=.2362 

p=.2338 

Speech Act Sigma Rank Mean Rank 

Representatives 

Expressives 

Commissives 

Directives 

C^iestions 

35 

28.5 

30 

35.5 

21 

3.5 

2.8 

3.0 

3.5 

2.1 
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Table 6. Friedman Two-Way ANOVA By Ranks For Percent Words Stuttered 

Degrees of Freedom 

Number of Samples 

Number of Cases 

Chi j-Squared 

Speech Act 

Representatives 

Expressives 

Commissives 

Directives 

Questions 

Sigma Rank 

35 

28 

20 

34 

33 

4 

5 

10 

6.2 p=.1875 

Mean Rank 

3.5 

2.8 

2.0 

3.4 

3.3 
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Table 7. Stuttering Severity Level For Individual Subjects 

Subject Severity Level Rating 

A MUd/Moderate 

B Severe 

C MUd/Moderate 

D Mild 

E Severe 

F Moderate 

G Severe 

H Moderate 

I Mild 

J Mild 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

The major findings of this study do not support the hypothesis that certain speech act 

intentions (as operationalized in this study) are more Ukely to induce stuttering than others. 

In fact, the general finding was that stutterings seem to be rather equaUy distributed among 

speech act types. TheoreticaUy, it does seem reasonable to suggest that speech acts 

represent different kinds of psychological realities, or mental events. A related inference is 

that differences between speech acts in terms of intention, Ulocutionary force, and 

propositional content may involve different levels of propositionaUty. As indicated in 

Chapter I, there is rather good evidence that stuttering is direcUy influenced by propostional 

demands. How might one explain, then, the lack of a speech act-stuttering relationship 

revealed in this study? Three possible statements one could make concerning the 

relationship between propositionaUty, speech acts, and stuttering are as foUows: 

1. It may be that there is a relationship between propositionaUty and speech acts so 

that some speech acts may involve higher level mental operations, simUar to propositions. 

Perhaps the constmct "speech act" was inappropriately operationalized in this study, and 

this masked the covariance of frequency of stutters with particular speech acts. 

2. It may be that there is no relationship between propositionaUty and speech acts. 

Perhaps speech acts, because they are concemed with the speaker's mtent, engage mental 

operations which are different from levels or types of propositionaUty. The choice, 

formulation, and performance of a speech act, based on intention, might require different 

mental processes which do not interact with those involved in formulating and executing 

propositions. 
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3. It may be that there is not a relationship between propositionaUty and stuttering. 

However, evidence from distinguished scholars (Brown, 1938c; Eisenson and Horowitz, 

1945; Wingate, 1988) who investigated language fimction and propositionaUty in stuttering 

indicates that such a relationship does exist. Therefore, although this study (indirectly) did 

not support a relationship between propositionaUty and stuttering, results of previous 

research support the need for additional studies to clarify the relationship. 

Analyses of the performance of individual subjects indicated that the subjects who 

stuttered most often on Commissives were the same three subjects (B, E, and G) who were 

classified as severe stutterers, which could indicate a relationship between stuttering 

severity and difficulty with a particular speech act. Severe stutterers stuttered most on 

Commissives, and one of these subjects (E) stuttered on aU Commissives produced. 

Does it make sense that Commissives become a real chaUenge only for those who 

stutter severely? Perhaps Commissives require more effort in terms of intent and more 

formulation in terms of propositional content to perform only for those who stutter 

severely. When performing/using a Commissive, the speaker is committing himself to 

some future action, expressed through promising, threatening, or simply stating his plans 

for the coming weekend. The speaker is required not only to intend to teU the listener what 

he wiU do, but also to carry out his intentions, which could add a requirement to the 

performance of this speech act. Also, the content of a Comnussive often (but not always) 

involves a "high level" (Wingate, 1988) of propositionaUty. For example, when 

discussing his plans for the weekend or making a threat, the speaker must project himself, 

through his words, from the immediate environment (time and place) to a fijture 

environment: The speaker must talk about something which has not yet occmred but 

which, by the very act of saying it ("committing" to it), wiU occur. 

It should be noted that the overaU findings of this study revealed that stutterings are not 

typicaUy induced by Commissives; indeed, several subjects stuttered fewer times on 
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Commissives than on other speech acts. However, because the data from the severe 

stutterers indicated that Commissives may have induced or increased stuttering, the 

possibUity of a relationship between stuttering severity and speech act type may indeed 

exist for some individuals. 

A cursory inspection of the language samples (see Appendix B) suggests that many 

passages contain redundancies and a high frequency of "conventional phrases." That is, 

there is a sense in which stutterers' spoken language may be superfluous, an observation 

discussed by Wingate (1988) in an attempt to explain what was unusual about stutterers' 

spoken stories. It would be interesting to compare spoken language samples from 

nonstutterers, using the present eUcitation tasks, to those produced by the subjects in this 

study. Such a study would also provide a preliminary test of the hypothesis that certain 

speech acts may be associated with greater superfluity than others. 

Limitations of the Studv 

Huck, Cormier, and Bounds (1974) emphasized that any measure is reactive if it may 

focus attention on the experiment or if it is not part of the normal environment. The 

procedures used in this study involved focusing attention on conversational speech. The 

subjects were aware that they were participating in a study involving adult stutterers, and 

they were aware that they were being videotaped. Therefore, the environment was not 

"natural" or "typical" as compared to conversations outside the experimental setting. 

Rosenthal's (1966) research has shown that several attributes of experimenters, including 

sex, bodUy activity, friendliness, encouragement, anxiety, hostiUty, authoritarianism, and 

others, may influence the way subjects behave in an experiment. Again, these attributes 

may have affected the performance of the subjects. However, the same researcher 

interacted with aU ten of the subjects, and she attempted to maintain a genuine and constant 

conversational style in aU sessions. 
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Because stutterers only comprise one percent of the population, randomly selecting 

subjects and obtaiiung a large number of subjects was not possible within the constraints of 

this study. The ten subjects who participated in the study aU belonged to the stuttering 

population, but they differed on exttaneous variables, including age, race, educational 

level, and stuttering severity level. WhUe there is no a priori reason to suspect that these 

variables pose a threat to internal validity, it would be interesting to replicate this study with 

a larger sample of stutterers conttolUng potentiaUy relevant variables, especiaUy stuttering 

severity. 

Effort was made to obtain samples representing five different speech act categories 

from each subject. For future studies, it would seem desirable to obtain a large and 

relatively equal number of each of the speech act types. However, the criteria used for 

choosing speech act elicitation tasks (see Ch^ter II) seem to inherenUy prevent one from 

assuring a relatively equal number of utterances from each speech act category. Perhaps 

new and different speech act eUcitation tasks could be devised to supply an equal 

distribution of utterances across speech act types whUe maintaining Grice's sincerity rules 

in as natural a conversation as possible. 

FinaUy, it is reasonable to question whether the experimental independent variable 

(speech act) was operationaUy defined in the most optimal manner. A modification 

(seemingly minor) of Searle's five categories was chosen based on logical rationale. 

However, other authors have provided a variety of classifications for speech acts, and it 

may be that a stuttering-speech act relationship would have emerged if discourse had been 

analyzed using another system. 

Implications 

Further research is needed concerning speech acts as mental events which may 

represent different levels or types of propositionaUty to determine whether there are 
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relationships between speech acts, propositionaUty, and stuttering. Theoretical implications 

for future research concerning the relationship between speech acts and stuttering include 

the potential for acquiring new information concerning pragmatic influences on stuttering 

variabUity. Research studying the relationship between pragmatics in terms of speech acts, 

propositionaUty, and stuttering is quite lacking; thus, the interaction of these three 

parameters remains unclear. 

One implication of this study is that it is possible to parse utterances from discourse 

into five speech acts in a highly reUable manner. No procedures for doing this have been 

described adequately (for repUcation) in the literature. This study, then, provides a reUable 

procedure for investigating relationships between speech act types and parameters of 

normal and abnormal speech. 

Future investigators could also use the speech act eUcitation tasks employed within this 

study, since the Uterature does not specificaUy address how to elicit different speech acts 

during conversational discourse. The tasks elicit speech acts (a) from aU five categories, 

(b) in a reasonable period of time, and (c) without violating sincerity mles. 

Another impUcation for future research was suggested by the quality (efficiency, 

informativeness) of these subjects' spoken language. There seemed to be a high frequency 

of superfluous phrases, suggesting that there may be more to the language formulation 

deficit than the occurrence of stutters. This possibiUty could be clarified by comparing 

stutterers' spoken language samples to those of nonstutterers. 

Jf speech act choice is found to have an effect on some speech-language disorders 

(e.g., phonological processes, aphasia, stuttering), these factors could and should be 

incorporated into assessment and intervention techiuques. Better understanding of 

pragmatic influences on stuttering frequency would be beneficial to speech-language 

pathologists and stutterers as weU. This study seemed to indicate that stutterers should be 

considered individuaUy when addressing the use of different speech acts in conversation. 
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ff fiirther research indicates a relationship between stuttering severity level and difficulty 

with a particular speech act for some stutterers, then that particular speech act could be 

identified and addressed in therj^jy. 

Conclusions 

The results of this study indicated that there were no statisticaUy significant differences 

in mean frequency of stuttered utterances or total stuttered words among five speech act 

categories for ten adult stutterers in conversational discourse. That is, the distribution of 

stutterings among speech acts was relatively equal across aU subjects. When individual 

subjects' data were analyzed, some interesting findings emerged, suggesting a possible 

relationship between stuttering severity level and excessive difficulty with a particular 

speech act (severe stutterers had more difficulty when using Commissives than when using 

other speech acts). However, as a general finding, this study found no relationship 

between pragmatic variables, in terms of Ulocutionary acts (speech acts) and stuttering 

frequency. It is hoped that this research wiU serve to inspire fiirther studies concerning the 

relationship between speech acts, propositionaUty, and stuttering, which could provide 

useful (a) theoretical information concerning the nature of stuttering and (b) clinical 

information concerning assessment and intervention sttategies for people who stutter. 
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APPENDDC A 

CONSENT FORM 

I hereby give my consent for participation in the project entiUed, "PsychoUnguistic 
Investigation of Sttittering." I understand that the person responsible for this project is 
Melinda Corwin, under the direction of Dr. Curt Hamre, telephone number 742-3908. It 
has been explained to me that the purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship 
between stuttering and certain speech tasks. 

The researcher has explained Uie procedures to be foUowed. She has explained Uiat I 
wUl receive no payment for my participation in this study. I understand that there are no 
risks involved in the study. 

I hereby grant permission for the researcher to audio and video tape samples of my 
speech for the purpose of coUecting data for this project. It has been explained to me that 
all data (including audio/video recordings) wUl remain in the possession of Dr. Hamre to be 
used only for research and instmctional purposes. My identity wUl remain confidential to 
him and his research assistants. 

The researcher and Dr. Curt Hamre have agreed to answer any inquiries I may have 
concerning the procedures and have informed me that I may contact the Texas Tech 
University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects by writing 
them in care of the Office of Research Studies, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 
79404, or by caUing 742-3884. 

I understand that if I acquire any physical injury during participation in this project, 
tteatment is not necessarily avaUable at Texas Tech University or the Student Health 
Center, nor is there necessarily any insurance carried by the Uruversity or its personnel 
applicable to cover any such injury. Financial compensation for any such injury must be 
provided through my own insurance program. Further information may be obtained from 
Dr. Donald Haragan, Executive Vice President and Provost, 742-2184, Room 108, 
Admirustration Building, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79404. 

I understand that I may not derive therapeutic benefit from participation in this study. I 
understand that I may discontinue this study at any tune I choose without penalty. 

Signature of Subject ^ ^ ^ Date 

Signature of Researcher Date 

Signature of Project Director Date 
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APPENDIX B 

SUBJECTS' LANGUAGE SAMPLES 

Abbreviations: 

* = stuttered syUable foUows 

... = 1 to 7 second pause 

UI = unintelUgible 

= conversational turn taken by researcher 

Note: The researcher always took a conversational turn following subjects' utterances 
in the "Twenty Questions" and "Commissive Exercise" sections. 
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SUBJECT A 
Total Number of Stutterings: 48 

MOVIE 
No, it's been about two years, probably. 

Oh, I'm a Woody AUen fan so...anything that's Woody AUen uh Manhattan I guess 
would be the best one. *I sorta like *Manhattan because it's got some uh reaUy neat Unes 
in it you know neat characters and *I think Woody AUen's kind of a neat neat uh person. 
He's does reaUy does some nice uh *movies. 

WeU, let's see here...I'd have to go back and ...see it again. It's been about...four or 
five years but...as I recaU, it's about two couples and um they're living *in Manhattan and 
uh *they're trying to figure out their relationship and how to Uve in Manhattan and uh how 
to...take care of theU jobs and stuff you know it's just...life in Manhattan...but it's funny. 

BOOK 
Oh, yeah some of my fishing tackle books. *There's some uh books that...teU you 

about different lures...different companies the the the history of fishing tackle and it tells 
you different pattems different uh uh models Uke like Heddon for example is a company, 
and I don't know how many lures Heddon has made but for each lure, there's different 
variations and and then um uh so I study these different variations and I go to swap meets 
and you know 11 try to get the different variations for one lure. So...,it's just a ...kind of 
a hobby-type thing. 

WeU any place reaUy...I I hardly *have a special place. WeU, I guess *Colorado 
would be would be a good spot...'cause I 'cause I go there...uh...hopefully once a year— 
sometimes I don't make it but sometimes...! do. Yeah, 11 get up there for about a week. 
Uh this past year we made it, but two years in a row we didn't make it,so... it's it's good 
to get up there. 

'Bout a week. Yeah, it's it's pretty good fishing. 

WeU, no reaUy *there's a a place *caUed the Guest River Guest Ranch *that has some 
mstic cabins and we usuaUy get one of those those cabins but it varies there's about I don't 
know seven or eight cabins there and we just ...take whatever's avaUable. 

UsuaUy there is because we go late in the season. 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
WeU, *it's not very uh informative it's it's kind of boring you know just...Uh, *I 

think Bush doesn't make much of a...case on various issues *I guess *Dukakis is is my 
favorite but I don't have any real strong reason for it. *I just *think he's more uh more 
substantive. He has he has more to offer but...both of 'em...don't have too much. I mean 
I don't think they're just...very strong. 

Sure, yeah. 

Oh, I'm not either one. *rm not one way *or another. Uh I could see you know for 
for dmg pushers or for cop kiUers or something...*like that then I think the death penalty is 
is wartanted a *reaUy heinous crime of some sort, but uh... 
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Yeah, that's no different than than other...states...other states have simUar programs. 
His has just been you know pushed *to the forefront, so it's it's basicaUy the same. 

I don't know about Texas, but *I saw uh *one of Uie news stations point out that 
something lUsie thirty some states have simUar programs uh to uh Massachusetts, so... 

No, I think *that defense spending is is uh uh uh too high *as it is uh *we're uh 
financmg aU these uh Star War programs and things and *I think that we've got enough, 
weU, not enough but *I think *that we have sufficient *defense um investment now and 
that um uh yeah it's it's uh *certain weapon systems are needed to stay up with the 
Russians, that's tme, but the way the uh Pentagon you know buys hundred-doUar 
hammers and stuff like like that I think we could we could figure out a way to cut back. 

BARRIER GAME 
WeU, sort of like a TV set, I guess. 

WeU, let's see...OK, Draw a square in the middle of the page. Then then put a 
triangle on top. It *covers the whole thing. OK Then um uh put a um a a sort of an 
oblong uh say a rectangle...on the bottom...in the middle—on the bottom of the square in 
the middle. 

Vertical vertical. And then sort of in the middle of that...rectangle put a Uttle circle. 

On the edge. On the on the edge of that rectangle. 

*Put a litUe circle in the middle *as you go up and down, go halfway up and then go to 
one side and put a Uttle circle. Alright, and then off to the side of that uh triangle, put 
another smaUer square...sort of halfway up *from the bottom. 

*From the bottom of the first square, you um come about halfway up and then put a 
litUe squcu-e...uh just anywhere in there'U be fine. 

Just you can little bit...from the edge, say. 

Alright, then then uh uh draw a a *in that...Did I say circle or did I say square? 

Yeah, OK. On that square, draw a Une...uh *verticaUy to *cut it in half and then a line 
horizontaUy to cut it in half. Now, do you, what do you think it is? 

AFTER THIS 
WeU, I'U probably go upstairs in in the office and work on my uh *those print deals 

for my uh sUdes you know I'm makings slides for the presentation, so I'm printing out the 
uh labels so I can take pictures of the labels. So, I'U probably go up there and work on that 
for awhUe. 

Oh, rU probably check the maU and then I'U probably go home. 

WEEKEND PLANS 
OK, *rm going to AmariUo tomorrow to *see a guy who coUects antique fishing 

tackle. Gonna go up there and do some...buying, swapping, and stuff. I've dealt with 
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him before. He has some pretty good stuff, so we're gonna...see if we can do 
some...swapping. 

Yeah, yeah yeah. He's got a *lake house and so we *may possibly go fishing, too. 

Yeah, yeah we've swapped and I've bought something before. 

WeU, we *haven't decided um what time I'm supposed to caU him tonight to see what 
time, so...probably I'U leave early in the morning, say seven in the morning—It takes about 
two hours to get up there and I'U be up there aU morning long so...by about noon or one 
o'clock I'U be back here and *then I'U uh uh either...watch the footbaU games on TV or 
else...do something with my daughter...go out and play you know go in a park or 
something. 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 
OK, is it a animal? 
So it's a person. 
Alright uh, is it a person—a iim...a celebrity? 
Male? 
Um, entertainer? 
So, uh is she in...in politics or public life? 
Let's see...is she the wife *of a person in public life, or is she...herself in public life? 
OK, of of a prominent poUtician? 
I didn't say politician. Is it a poUtician? 
Uh, is it Barbara Jordan? 
Someone from Texas? 
Uh, someone in the White House? 
Uh, Mrs. Reagan? 

I shoulda started off with Mrs. Reagan. 
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SUBJECT B 
Total Number of Stutterings: 96 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
Uh, *I don't reaUy know anything about them. 

*No. No. *I don't know why but *I just don't wanna vote so I'm not gonna vote. I 
don't know why I just...I don't know why I'm not, but I just don't want to, so I guess... 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 
Uh...I think uh that...if *if like a *person like uh like like *kiUs another one, then like 

*he should be *kiUed also. 

Hang 'em. Yeah, geez, if he just goes man bang, then...*I don't think that's right. 

Yep. Might as weU. I don't know. That's how I think. 

MOVIE 
*My favorite one of aU time. Now that's gonna be reaUy...hard 'cause I have a 

lot...of ones that I like. Um...I like um...*I don't know of...I just don't know. It's hard 
to have 'em aU like in a mass and everything... 

Oh—just any one? *"Friday the Thirteenth", I guess. That's about aU the ones I 
guess. 

Never seen? 

About *eight or nine of 'em now. 

Yeah...lots of Friday the Thirteenths. 

Uh...*one lU«:e *younger man that lUte *goes around just *kiUs a lot of people. 

*AU types of violent ways. I don't know he just kiUs. I don't know why he kiUs but 
he just kUls. 

I think it was Part like *Five or Six or something like that. Five or six I think, yeah. 

•They're aU about the same. I mean it's hard to explain like it but *I don't know it's a 
bunch of violence...bunch of violence...kiU, death, shootings. 

No, but...I just happened to show up and it was on so uh I might as weU go see it 
agam. 

Yeah. I don't know why I guess it's just my kind of movie. 

BARRIER GAME 
OK um...it's an *object that has *eight sides on it. 

Well, it's hard to explain. It's like a um weU it's lUce...it has *eight sides. 
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Yeah, yeah. Wait just a minute I have to have this...Wait just a minute. I gotta make 
sure that I got this right. 

Right, OK *first there's a line *like up at the top of Uie thing... 

•Draw a line up at Uie top of the sheet. *OK um *angle Uke *another Une *going 
•downward right if Uiat makes any sense at aU. •And then •another Une also like •on that 
•like another line. 

Let's just forget about that 'cause it's too hard to explain that. Eight-sided figure. It's 
red. You know what h is, it's just hard to explain how to draw that thing. 

Yeah, it's hard to...explain how to...lUi:e lUs:e like you know over. I mean that'd be 
lUie leftward, upward, and then a line and then...I don't know it's just hard to explain that. 

BARRIER GAME 2 
A •round object. 

•A large •circle. 

Put in there a large circle. 

Not that large, but that's OK. 

Uh-huh, •inside of it, •around •the outside •edges, •put down twelve short 
lines...•around like •inside •outer edge, sketch down twelve short lines. 

AU the way around. •Evenly spaced. 

I said evenly spaced. 

WeU, it's it's OK. 

Uh, write up at the like •upper like •top half of the •inside of it, write uh...um...^"s," 
'e," "i," "k," "o." 

•Upper top half •inside of it, write, "S-E-I-K-O." •What is the object? 

Watch, watch, yes. Let's see how you have it...yes, see see it's like that...watch. 

WeU, I don't know I guess I...sort of had it. 

WEEKEND PLANS 
•I'U be sleeping in this weekend. Bunch of sleep. I have lost a lot of sleep sleep this 

week. 

Uh •probably Uke •watch a movie or something. 11 don't know yet. 

•Read my books. 

Right. Read the school books. 
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AFTER THIS 
Uh •go back home •just hit the sack and sleep in. 

I don't know yet. I might read some more or something. I don't know. 

I don't know. It's, I mean...I don't know yet. 

COMMISSIVE EXERCISE 
ff that •happens again, I'll have to •write up •a speeding •ticket. 
If that •happens •again, y'aU, •I'U have to walk out there and hurt you. 
Hey y'aU, if •that happens again, I'U have to •caU home. 
ff that •happens again, I'U fire you. 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 
Is it •aUve? 
Is it...large or smaU? 
So it's large and alive. 
OK um..,is it—or wait •does it um •live inside or outside •the ocean? 
Lives outside the ocean and it's large and it's alive. 
•Does it have uh •more than •two arms and...? 
Is it •a horse? 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 2 
Is it large or smaU? 
A person •or an animal, right? 
•Does it have tight •or dark hair? 
Is it...slimor fat? 
Is it •old or young? 
White white hair it has to be old. 
He, now? 
Yeah. Yes, it's a he OK: he, slim, aUve, white hair, OK. 
Um •does he um •live around here? 
He doesn't live around here? 
Uh...is it...•is he in the •east or west? 
OK, west, alive, white hair, old... 
Uh...is he uh...^is he uh lUce uh...lUce uh...an an...an...•American? 
Or is he...OK, so he's American. Um...ran out of question about to teU you the tmth. 
Uh •does he have •a wife and kids? 
•Does he uh...uh...gee uh...^is he on uh •television? 
Late night? 
Is it uh •Mister Carson? 
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SUBJECT C 
Total number of stutterings: 48 

BARRIER GAME 

Oh boy. You didn't teU me I was gonna have to be creative. OK draw a large 
rectangle...in the middle of the paper. 

Um doesn't matter. 

OK put •a smaU •vertical triangle at the bottom of I mean a smaU vertical rectangle at 
the bottom of it...inside sorry. 

Inside, yes. 

And...put a large...triangle on the •top outside...line with the base of the triangle the 
same as the as the top of the rectangle. Does that make sense? 

OK draw a large triangle at the top..of...at the top outside of the rectangle...with the 
base the same size as as the...um side of the rectangle. Uh...and then...put a smaU square 
to the...on the inside to the right of the smaU rectan^e inside the inside the 

BARRIER GAME 2 
Can't think of one. 

Um...this isn't good. 

It is it is hard. 

Um...geez...can't think of anything. OK Um...put a large rectangle in the middle 
of...,the paper...OK •on the middle and in the inside of the rectangle, put a cUcle. 

Um...medium. Be vague about it. 

Um...to the...left of the cUcle, put a smaU rectangle. This is a tough one. I shouldn't 
have picked this one. 

And on that rectangle...oh, man on that rectangle put...three lines 

•Vertical. 

On the top in the inside of Uie big rectangle put...oh three smaUer circles. 

Uh •just kind of spaced across. 

You don't have any idea do you? 

Uh, to the...•right of the circlc.put a...smaU cylinder. 

Close. It's it's ...yeah, cafeteria tray. 
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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
Confused. 

Um...I don't it's pretty much •lesser of two evUs this time. Now, •if it was 
um...•Bush...and Bentsen mnning against Dukakis and Quayle there'd be no contest. 
But...^I don't know I'm •I'm 11 •reaUy don't like...any of the candidates except for 
Bentsen so and that's mainly because...I'm from this area and 11 know what kind of work 
he does...so... 

Huh? Oh, I don't know. I haven't decided yet. I'm probably gonna decide whenever 
I walk in...flip the coin. 

Oh, •the furlough program. ActuaUy, I •from what I understand, a lot of people 
are...misinformed on that because...from what I understand, •he was the one that 
abolished...that. 

•I think he he abolished it •after •a whUe but I think it was already a standing furlough 
program whenever whenever he came into office. 

I'm not real sure on that, you see •that's why, you know 

Right, right. 

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 
Uh...that's that's probably about •that would probably be about the only..only thing I 

would have a problem with as far as that because I'm a strong believer in capital 
punishment. 

Yes. You know *1 feel like...^weU, it kinda goes back to an eye for an eye...you 
know •if someone is gonna take someone else's life they have no right to do that so...I 
don't know it's kind of confusing. 

Yes, because...one, •we as taxpayers...•it's expensive •to keep a prisoner in jaU it is 
because we clothe them and feed them...every thing uh...and...um...it's...you know 
economicaUy it's more economical...and •and also, •why put someone out on parole...um 
if they're...•on the chance that they would go out and...commit the same and kUl 
somebody...you know. 

No, but...do they have a right to go off and kiU somebody? 

Um...that's why they try not to mix mix government and and church. Um...^I don't 
know. You see, there are...•everybody's always judging everybody else...you know 
regardless of...you know...how strong how strong their beliefs are. And...in a situation 
like this, I feel that um...yes, we should be judgmental...because it's for the good...of the 
population...rather than the good of a person. It's, you know... 

AFTER THIS 
Oh, that's easy. I'm gonna go and go to Curly's and eat. Have you ever eaten at 

Curly's over there? It's it's like a block away •from where you live. Oh, exceUent 
burgers. ExceUent burgers. 
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I'm gonna go to Curly's and I'm gonna go out to the the the •maU 'cause 1 lost one of 
my contacts last Thursday 'cause...I went out drinking and...I tried to take 'em out and I 
thought I got both of 'em in my the little thing and...I didn't...so...I need to go out to the 
maU and buy me a new contact. And um... and um...my dad coming in 'cause I blew a 
gasket on my car and so...me and him are gonna replace that. And then I'U sleep for a 
couple hours and then...and then go to work. I'm stiU night assistant and uh I work a fiiU 
night...this'U be •my fifth night in a row. 

Yeah, and...that's pretty much it. Go home go to sleep and then...classes start over. 

WEEKEND 
This weekend? Um...oh, Friday's kinda messed up 'cause we have the pep raUy and 

we have a band practice after the pep raUy. So that way we don't have to get up at seven 
in the morning to go practice. Um...and um...probably Friday I'm not gonna do much of 
anything because...um I have to work Friday night...and so I'm gonna have to get some 
rest...•before going to work so that I won't be brain dead for the game. And um...but 
anyway Saturday night there's like...three different parties goin on that that I know of so 
I'm probably gonna be party-hopping. So and...Zir's having •having another bash and 
so...going to that...um...I'm in Alpha Phi Omega as well. It's a service fraternity. 

* 

Oh, that's right. And um...they're having a party Friday night or Saturday night and 
then um...Kappa Kappa Psi and Tau Beta Sigma are having..uh...midnight bowling...and 
so...but •it's reaUy cool because Zll 's working with us reaUy weU because •then party's 
gonna be from seven to twelve and then and then the midnight bowUng. 

Uh...I...I don't know yet. I...This girl that I'm seeing...wants to go to the parties 
but...I reaUy don't wanna take a date to the parties. 

Yeah, you see 'cause *l there are a couple of people in band *\hai...*l mentioned I 
was taking a date and they're aU aw, don't do that. So , I'm reaUy tempted not to. 

Yeah. I •may just go •go and have fim. And on top of that I won a •won a bottle of 
tequUa off a bet...and so...I'm drinking free this weekend too. 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 
OK, is it a person or an animal? 
Um...is this um...person nationaUy famous? 
Is this person involved in politics? 
Uh, do aU of these have to be Yes/No...answer? 
OK, um...is this person a movie star? 
Is this person a male or female? 
Uh...is this person uh...over fifty? 
Does she dye her hair? 
Um...is this •person better known •regionaUy or nationaUy? 
Is this person married to...an important person? 
How important? 
I think I figured out who it is. 
Um...is...did this person...instaU the "Just Say No" program? 
Uh...weU, I figured out who it is now. 
Is this person Nancy Reagan? 
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SUBJECT D 
Total number of stutterings: 37 

WEEKEND 
Study. That's it. Just study. 'Cause 'cause I've been sick and I missed uh three tests 

last week. So I've got a make-up test and I've got a have a an •assignment due on Monday 
so I gotta get that done and an interview. 

Uh go to the •Lubbock County Youth Center and um work work there, I guess. Do 
my •intemship that I do there. 

Uh I just...I'm assistant •probation officer and I just •keep in charge of the kids you 
know make sure •that they aren't doing you know anything wrong. 

MOVIE 
Um...I saw "Nightmare on Elm Street •Part Four" about two weeks ago. 

WeU, the usual. •Freddy Kmger and...kiUing people in their dreams. It's funny. 

You haven't? 

WeU, it's like...um this girl and she goes to sleep and she has power to get into other 
other people's dreams and um...and Freddy Kmger is always •in the dreams too. •He 
always shows up because...this girl's parents like...kiUed Freddy Kmger...a long time 
ago. And anyway so she ends up getting she gets Freddy like •in her dreams and she goes 
into other people's dreams and...he foUows her and and kiUs 'em in their sleep. 

No, not reaUy. I just I just saw it just to...waste money, I guess. 

BARRIER GAME 
Let's see draw uh...kind of a...draw a cUcle. Yeah,draw a circle. 

Uh...just in the Wait. Don't draw a cUcle. Draw a...kinda like a...can't draw. Draw 
a uh oh what's it caUed...a kinda lUte an egg. •Draw an egg-shaped cUcle. 

Uh do it sideways. 

OK now draw OK now OK on the end of the egg on the left side draw •a •line 
•sttaight line going down to almost the bottom of the page. And on the right side do the 
same thing. Now...uh draw a uh just a line across the bottom. 

Across where the •two paraUel lines are...kinda connect 'em—connect the two lines. 
There you go. So, can you get it? 

A ttash can? 

BARRIER GAME 2 
Yeah, it's •real hard. Let's see...OK draw a uh draw a "v" that's kind of close 

together. And at the top of the "v" draw a line across—connecting the two lines. And at the 
top of that line draw a...half-circle. 
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*On the top of the uh line that you drew across, the two "v"s, draw a half-circle... on 

Uh you can put some little...chips on top of it little chunks of stuff-in the shapes of 
peanuts or something. 

Um...no...a cherry on top. Oh, sorry. 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
I um •I'm for Bush. I'm •Republican and and I want him to win. 

WeU...to an extent I'd say he's more so than Ehikakis is because Dukakis is Democrat 
is a Democrat and ...usuaUy the Democratic phUosophy usuaUy...centers around...the 
uh...middle to lower class. WeU uh of course and •it takes in the upper class too, but but 
more the •Republican views go towards the upper class more. But *l don't think he'd be 
doing what he's doing if he was just strictly towards the upper class I mean he's 
gonna...'cause there's gonna be lobbyists you know and you know it's not just him who's 
gonna be making the bUls it'U be...the Congress... and you know it'U...if if there's 
reforms that need to be done...you know...they'U get done •through lobbyists or people 
can just write their senator through the legislature you know...get it passed or get it done. 
So. . . 

Uh...yeah I tmst him more so than Dukakis because...he um...weU...yeah *l tmst 
him but uh I think he has more •experience in dealing with uh you know with the other 
nations. He's more of a •diplomat I guess you know and •he's been head of the CIA and 
he's knows he knows more probably than what's going on than anyone else does you 
know or •just as much and *l just think he's be...a little bit better. 

COMMISSIVE EXERCISE 
ff that happens again, I'U •throw you in jaU. 
ff that happens again, rU...caU your parents. 
Um...rm gonna send you to...the office and if that happens again to anyone else I'U 

•send them to the office too. 
If that happens again, I'U deduct ten points from your next test. 
If that happens again, I'll uh start deducting it from your salary. 
ff that happens again, I'll tum you in to the Dean of Students. 
ff that happens again, I'U do the same thing to you. 
ff that happens again, I'm gonna go to the bar. 
ff that happens again, I'U...make you visit...the Detention Center. 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 
Does it have four legs? 
Does it have two legs? 
Does it have a beak? 
Does it have fangs? 
Does if have um...clothing? 
Does it have...a beard? 
Does it wear shoes? 
Am I supposed to guess or just keep on...with the questions? 
It's a person. 
Um...is is it old? 
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Um...fifties and up. Forties and up. 

Is he famous? •Is he or she famous? 
Is he or she a movie star? 
Is he or she a...well, I don't know uh... 
OK, is it a he or a she? 
Is she taU? 
Do we know her •personaUy? 
Let's see...um...is she a teacher? professor? 
Is she...is she a newsperson? •newscaster? 
Is she martied? 
Is her •husband •very famous? 
Is her husband a movie star? 
Is it Nancy Reagan? 

I was I was thinking weU first I thought it was •President Reagan, so you know... 
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SUBJECT E 
Total Number of Stutterings: 110 

COMMISSIVE EXERCISE 
If that happens again OK I'U •write you up...traffic violation...UI 
ff Uiat happens a^gain I'U •make you •clean up my yard. 
If that happens a^gain I wUl have to •send you •down to the office. 
ff that happens a^gain I wUl have •to ask you to leave •the room. 
ff that •happens a^gain I wUl have to •let you go. 
ff that happens a^gain I wiU have to flunk you. 
ff that •happens a^gain I wiU look for a new roommate. 
If that •happens a^gain I wiU I...don't think I would like to leam...to ski. 
ff that happens a^gain I'U have to •notify your •parents. 

BARRIER GAME 
OK, hmnim...let me see here...um...hnim make a ...oh gosh, this is kinda hard. 

Make a •cUcle um...kind of •medium-like UI •circle. OK and um...make a^nother •cUcle 
about I guess in the weU in the •middle of that...circle. 

Let's see...weU...•kind of um...Make 'em loop you know um...I think I'm getting 
this right I think. 

Mmmhmm. Loop together, kind of. 

Now make a •Une um •about the size of the loop. 

WeU, it's supposed to uh...kind of um...uh let me •think how UI. A circle—then 
another cUcle. 

OK a •circle and then...OK you got the •one circle OK and then you make a loop 
another one just •about at the edge of...the other one—not reaUy I guess a loop I guess I 
must've misled you UI. 

Then •make a line on each •side of it. 

Yes uh-huh yes on the UI •edges. 

OK, it's su^pposed to •meet with each edge, I believe. That's how mine, I guess. 
Yours I don't...I can't see it. 

Yes uh-huh on each •side and they're supposed to meet. 

No, it's supposed to •meet each •edge of the circle. I hope I'm not mispleading you 
here. OK, what do you have? 

Well, yes uh...it's a uh weU it could...also be •drinking •substance. 

Mmm hmm. Out of. It's something that you can drink out of. WeU, gotta look 
at...mine here. OK, yeah, it could be... 

Well don't I think...No, not supposed to. 
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It could be a cup, yeah...uh it could be a •cup. It could be uh...yeah yeah...it could 
be a cup...a jar...or something without •handles without handles. 

OK, uh...you wanna •see •mine then? 

WeU, you was •close. 

Maybe I maybe I •must've uh UI. 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
Hmm gosh I don't know. I don't know •who to vote •for right now. I'm •debating 

you know right now •stUl. Maybe it...maybe the uh Mike Du^kakis. 

I •may. I'm not for •sure yet. I don't know. 

Oh...yeah I did hear about that yeah that's right. Yeah I heard about •that's why I 
was de^bating it you know I guess mainly you know that...because of that. 

I don't like it, you know, myself. I don't like it. 

Oh, he don't? 

WeU, I •think if you uh do it, I mean you know if you •commit uh such acts you 
know that uh you know that's what you •deserve, I guess. 

You know •murderers, I guess you know you got the •bmtal murderers and you 
know you got •chUd abuse, which I hate. GoUy. Worst •crime that I could think of UI. 

I don't Uke UI either so you know goUy. AU those would faU in the same cate^gory. 

You know I haven't •reaUy been hearing •a lot •about the •election reaUy. I just 
wanna •vote for the right •man you know so I haven't you know reaUy you know been 
hearing •a lot about their back^grounds. 

Yeah, you know license and everything, you mean? 

Oh gosh I mean my •dad likes to hunt and stuff. I don't I don't think that you know 
that would be •right you know for him to •ban aU of us you know people from guns 
because you know it's •lot of •hunters you know like hunting you know and there's al^so 
a lot of •maniacs who also like shooting. 

AFTER THIS 
WeU, I've •made some •plans to •walk in uh •Maxey you know with my •date and 

you know just spend the evening with •her the rest of the evening. You know that's 
basi^cally it. You know I like •writing you know •now. I um was a •hobby you know I 
learned since last New Year was to write •poems UI. 

Uh, it's just it's •just uh you know I guess it just no...no it's not. 
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TWENTY QUESTIONS 
OK, it could •be animal or UI 

I think I un^der^stand what you're saying. I have to uh like for •example he •barks 
and you •supposed to write •down dog. Something like that? 

OK, OK I think I have this here •down now. 

OK...is k a dog? 
Um, does it walk on •two legs? 
Well, •does it walk on •four then? 
Um...does it have •whiskers? 
Is it •furry? 
Does it bite? 
Does it •scratch? 
Does it hit, •then? 
Even •worse, then. 
What? Oh no, I'm not gonna guess yet. 
OK um...you •ride it? 
It's a horse, then. 
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SUBJECT F 
Total Number of Stutterings: 96 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 
Is it a person? 
Oh boy um...are they in •entertainment? 
Is •it a male? 
Is •she living? 
Um...is she...at Texas Tech? 
Is she in the •sports field? 
Is she in politics? 
Is she the •wife of a poUtician? 
Would it be Nancy Reagan? 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 2 
Is it a person? 
Is it is •it a a fictional animal? 
Does this •animal have a particular name? I mean uh is it known by... 
Is it is it in the cat famUy? 
In the bird family? 
How about dog? 
Is it •is it an animal that that •is found in the water or likes the water a lot? 
Is this •animal the size of a •horse or bigger? 
Is it a horse? 

MOVIE 
I saw "A Fish Called Wanda." Have you seen it? 

It's been so long ago I've forgotten...Oh, man, this is embartassing...OK, yeah, there 
was a I think there was a bank robbery and they had the money •in a certain place and one 
of the guys got caught, .so he was in jaU and he •was the person who I think he was the 
person who knew where the key was...for the safe that the money was in. Um...and 
•people seemed to be always •double crossing each other and •trying to get the money for 
themselves and um...that was basicaUy the whole premise of the movie. 

About the movie? 

It was pretty funny. 

Oh, reaUy? 

No *l saw it at the U.C. when they were showing it I think most of the people •there 
liked it. Everyone seemed to laugh you know. 

Yeah, •the guy who wrote it and •directed it was in it •and there was also another 
character from Monty Python...who was in it also. So it was you know •and the guy 
•who wrote it uh his name is •John Kleese he has like a...an affection for fish you know 
so there's like fish all in the movie you know it's...kinda strange •he thinks fish •like the 
best pet anybody could have. 
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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
Elections uh...WeU, in •this election and a lot of other •elections that are...happening 

right now k seems Uke...the people are aren't saying what •they would do so much if they 
were in...a certam poskion as so much that...it's like how bad the other guy is and how 
bad the other guy has done you know m the past rather than you know what they would do 
themselves. Now, as far as the impressions go...apparently k's one of the •dirtiest 
elections I guess you know which you know which isn't reaUy too good but um...you 
know and •seems like a lot of people •don't reaUy •favor one •person over the other k's 
just that they don't like ekher of 'em you know. 

Yeah, *l already voted 'cause I •voted absentee baUot so I sent mine last weekend. I 
voted for Dukakis. 

WeU, that was an •experiment, wasn't k...at the time? 

I think so. I think it was an experiment. And uh and after that happened...he didn't 
let it happen again. Uh...and Bush has made a big thing about that...which uh...which I 
don't thkik is quite right 'cause as •Dukakis pointed out it's using someone's uh real bad 
experience you know against 'em. 

BARRIER GAME 
OK here's something real simple, OK? Um...let's see...Tum your paper 

•verticaUy...uh and...and...OK...•I'll put something •else ki. Uh..let's see...draw a a 
uh...draw a •horizontal line from one side of the paper to the other •approximately two 
inches from above. Draw a •rectangle with the •smaUer sides...uh...with the OK with the 
smaUer sides at the top and bottom and uh draw this rectangle...about •four inches from 
the top...of the page and uh let's say...uh •two inches from the left and right sides of the 
page. 

Oh, I'm sorry to the...start at the •horizontal line you just drew. 

And go up..to four inches from the top. And this whole thing is •centered in the page 
two inches in the center. And let's see...then draw draw a^nother rectangle-smaU 
rectangle inside the rectangle you just drew...and...draw it...um...let's see...OK...I'll 
back up UI. This •new rectangle that •you wiU draw is • approximately...um...three 
quarters of an inch by one quarter of an kich and...it's located...say •three kiches from the 
bottom. 

And...k's UI on the right side...approximately one half an inch from the right •side of 
the •vertical triangle •vertical rectangle. 

Vertical rectangle. You have a vertical rectangle...three inches •from the bottom of the 
horizontal line, one haU kich from the right side of the •big vertical ttiangle-rectangle. 

•You start it •at •three inches and then go up three quarters of an inch so that •it's a 
smaU a real smaU rectangle. 

And then...let's see....in the in the •middle of that •large rectangle come down come 
down two inches. Come down two kiches and draw a •ckcle that's a uh...say one quarter 
inch in diameter. 
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Uh...weU see...^I •should've •instead of uskig kiches I should've went like •half the 
triangle weU um kind of across...but more or less up. 

This is fine. OK draw OK, so you've got a ckcle there, right? 

OK, then...you're doing a lot of erasing. 

OK, then um...underneath the ckcle...draw a...uh I would say leave a little 
space...wait a sec OK, I'm gonna...ask you to draw another •vertical rectangle...um about 
leave a •smaU space in between the ckcle and the tri—and the rectangle. And...make 
this...this rectangle...just a little bit larger than...what you drew before. 

It can be. 

Just just a little bit...bigger. So, OK so •approximately uh...OK so approximately...a 
Uttle more than two two •ckcles that you approximately two ckcles that you just drew 
could fit inside this this new rectangle. 

OK, good. Then draw...undemeath •this rectangle you just drew, and draw...the the 
same heighth (sic) but um half as wide. 

And um...and then •erase erase the...erase the line that uh... 

Yeah, where they're touch •that border there. •That's the picture. 

Yeah, a door. 

A door to...to what? 

See, no see •this •the whole...•thing ki the center of the door should be 
like...above...that other rectangle. So maybe that might help you figure out what k what k 
is. 

Yeah, it's a push you know like weU •! just teamed to caU k push plate, but you know 
it's yeah it's •just a door door thing where you push it you know •it's not a hancUe it's just 
a plate there. And the •thkig in the center of the page is a symbol. 

I mean, it's just a...it's it's a •door to a...men's bathroom. 

Yeah, see *l said a smaU ckcle. 

WEEKEND PLANS 
Um...weU there's a •footbaU game that Tech is playing on Saturday at two o'clock. 

So I'U probably go to that since I aUeady have a •coupon. So um...and it's FamUy Day, 
right? Even though my folks aren't coining up. But anyways, um •aside from that I don't 
know Friday iught...I don't know I mean I'U •probably go out one of those nights •and 
the other night probably stay up and do homework. 

COMMISSIVE EXERCISE 
ff that happens again, I'm gonna have to •give you a ticket for ten miles an hour •over 

the speed limit of what you were doing... 
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ff that happens again I'm gonna teU your parents what you've been doing. 

If that happens again, it could reaUy poke the other person's eye out. 
If that happens again, I'm gonna have to ask you two to leave. 
If that happens again, you're gonna have to start paying for the dishes. 
If that happens again, I'm gonna have to •dismiss you from...the course. 
If that happens again, I'm gonna have to punch your Ughts out. 
ff •that happens again, I'm never gonna snow ski •again. 
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SUBJECT G 
Total number of stutterings: 99 

BARRIER GAME 
OK uh draw a ckcle. 

•In the middle of the paper um let's see...it don't matter the size. Uh...draw a •two 
•lines •in the •middle •that •kinda curved. 

Right. No, they're not. •They're not just UI they •aren't touching. Leave a space. 

What? Oh. It's a •basketbaU. 

BARRIER GAME 2 
OK draw a long •rectangle—kind of wide rectangle. 

Up and down. 

Now about one quarter of the way down or I'd say •thkd of the way down •from it 
lengthwise, draw a line •across. Now, uh on the uh •right-hand side uh in the uh •in the 
•top part draw a line next to the edge but •leave space. 

•Lengthwise I mean up and down. 

Oh, 'bout uh half-inch. 

Uh, right. And •then under that •horizontal Une go in and •draw the line on down. 
Pardon me not aU the way down just I'd say about half...half...and uh...that's it. 

Yeah, you got it. 

That's a good refrigerator. Yeah, weU •they've got long handles on 'em. 

•There's UI kind of here and stop here and then go on down. 

PRESIDENHAL ELECTION 
WeU, *l •feel like that George Bush is the one who is gonna get elected. Uh that's 

who I'm gonna vote for uh uh I feel like he is more for the uh •who can •lead this country 
more than anybody else. Uh more than •Dukakis because I don't like the way •Dukakis 
handled his •Massachusetts as the •govemor with the furlough on uh on the convicts. And 
uh I just don't think he is uh the type to to lead a country like uh like vice president George 
Bush. I like •Lloyd •Bentsen—wished he was on the other side but that's just one of those 
things. •Now my •dad he he's a •farmer—or was a farmer he's retked and but he'U vote 
straight in ticket. He's a Democrat. So I don't care if •Mickey Mouse is running he's he 
would vote straight in Democrat-straight Democrat. Uh I feel like k wiU be this wiU be 
one of the biggest •landslides there'U ever be in any presidential election. 

I reaUy do. And uh as far as •abortion I don't like that I voted for k healthwise or as 
•Dukakis I understand is for it—they want it or...whatever and just uh...and uh I just don't 
•feel like he can do the job reaUy. 

^ 
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TWENTY QUESTIONS 
Is it an animal? 
Is it a •person? 
Uh, is he an actor or yes, is k an actor? 
Is this •person is k a •male? 
Is this •person old-age? 
•Old is over •fifty. 
Is she a singer? 
Is she in •politics? 
Is she in the •Texas poUtics? 
Is she a •poUtician here in •Lubbock? 
Is she a •national •poUtician? 
Is she uh real...is she...heavy-set? 
Are you sure that we •both know who this is? 
Is she the •wife of a poUtician? 
Is her husband •running for office at this tkne? 
•Is her husband the •President at this tkne? 
•We are talking about •Nancy Reagan. 

WEEKEND PLANS 
OK, this uh next weekend •wUl involve •my wife and my son we wiU uh I wanna 

•plan to take him to a •playoff footbaU game uh I think it'U be the Idalou and • Abemathy 
game I beUeve it'U be at •Lowry Field Saturday night. Uh and probably I'U work 
•Saturday morning untU around ten o'clock uh whUe they're asleep. Then I'U go home 
and we wiU •probably go eat a bite and go •shopping like our usual every Saturday and of 
course that night •we'U go to the baU game and •Sunday we'U get up, •we'U go to Sunday 
School and church and •Sunday afternoon my •son and I wiU probably play uh aU 
afternoon and do and do if we have an •errand we'U probably do and uh I'd like to wash 
my wife's car if it's ruce and uh •then we'U go back to church •Sunday lught and then 
we'U go •to •my mother-in-law's to eat. And weU let's see •Friday night we'U go over 
there to •visit my mother-in-law too. 

Yes, yeah, she •Uves near •Lowry Field over there so •we go over there •quite often. 

AFTER THIS 
Alright, weU I •plan to leave here to go home to see to to play with my son and •see if 

my wife needs me to •fix more •supper. I didn't have enough time whUe ago 'cause I just 
got off work and... 

Oh, I ate uh •some •sweets. I ate some sweets. I didn't eat my main meal •just to 
give me some energy. And after that *I might give my son a bath I don't know he's 
running a •fever of •about a hundred and one and I'm gonna he's been •mnning it •for 
two days. We're gonna •try to get that down somehow. And I guess after that I'U go to 
bed *ten thirty or •eleven o'clock. 
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SUBJECT H 
Total number of stutterings: 83 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 
OK, you teU me anknal, vegetable, or mkieral, don't you? 
Animal. Is k a human? 
Is it is k a female? 
Is it famous? 
Is it Uving? 
Is it a performer? 
Is it a poUtician? 
Is it an •academic? 
Is she on campus? 
Is she in Texas? 
Is she American? 
Is she ki •Washington? 
Is she the •wife of a poUtician? 
Is she •Nancy Reagan? 

COMMISSIVE EXERCISE 
Oh...if that happens again we'U have to replace you. 
ff that happens again I wiU uh •give you a ticket. 
ff that happens again I wiU •teU your parents. 
ff that happens ageiin I will have to tell your mommy. 
ff that happens again I wiU send you to the principal. 
ff that happens again I wiU flunk you in the class. 
I don't think I'd say anything in those •ckcumstances. 
ff that happens again I wiU quit, which is why I haven't started. 
ff that happens again I'U phone your parents. 

WEEKEND PLANS 
Hmmm plans for this coming weekend...oh I wiU work on the yard a Uttle bit I've got 

a...article I'm trying to...complete I wiU uh grade an examination if there's a footbaU game 
on television I wiU watch that uh...uh...I wiU prepare an examination for Thursday 
um...that's about it I guess. 

AFTER THIS 
Hmm after I leave here I'm going to...take an article home and proofread it I'm going 

to um uh replace the uh starter •solenoid on an old car uh...and I'm going to •grade an 
examination. 

BARRIER GAME 
Television set? 

OK draw uh two paraUel lines...about six •inches long in the middle of the page. 

• Vertical-about an kich and a half apart. 

OK, at the...bottom of that, draw...um from the bottom of each Ikie draw two Ikies 
proceeding outward...at a diagonal-about um •one kich long. Across the bottom of the 
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•connect those two diagonal Ikies with a sttaight Une which mns clear to the •border of the 
page. 

AU the way •across the page. Now at the top of your two paraUel Unes do a series of 
joined, squiggly...Unes uh procee^ding generally in a •ckcular shape aU the way around 
from one •ckcling out and comkig back •to the oUier. 

A series of curvy lines ki generaUy ckcular shape...radiatkig out. 

BARRIER GAME 2 
For me or me or for you? 

Hmm...I don't know why I'm drawing a a •total blank. 

OK...this is hard. 

OK •draw •two paraUel lines...clear across the page uh horizontaUy across the page 
about um uh three inches apart. Uh...from the...uh draw two paraUel lines proceeding 
downward uh um um on the outside of those. Oh heU I'm I'm I'm sorry rm...totaUy gone 
on this. Can I can •we start over? 

BARRIER GAME 3 
OK, um...draw a...draw about four paraUel lines about an inch apart. Uh...not quite 

clear across the page per^haps an inch from the border •on each side. 

Horizontal lines. Then connect them with uh uh on the ends with •vertical lines. 
Now on each of those horizontal lines, do a series of paraUel Unes um •on to of those lines 
do uh two paraUel lines about a quarter of an inch apart—•vertical lines and about an inch 
long. 

You •have a series of about four •paraUel lines? 

Uh, you start on one of the •paraUel lines. 

•Any one. Draw two paraUel lines a quarter of an kich apart and about an inch long. 
Then connect those two paraUel lines at the top. Now do a series of those. 

Do a series of those paraUel Ikies varymg sUghUy in heighth (sic), but lying •right 
•beside each other. And do them on aU the paraUel Ikies. Do the •vertical Ikies, a series of 
them on the paraUel lines. •Does k look like something? 

At the top. WeU, weU they wiU be connected at the bottom because they're on your 
•horizontal line. 

Yeah. Thek heighth (sic) is supposed to •vary somewhat. You can do a whole lot of 
those on aU of the paraUel lines. 

•LitUe rectangles. 

No. I'm defeated. 
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Well if I said to write large words on the •front of each of those •little rectangles, put 
labels on them. 

WeU, close. 

Ngunes, words. 

WeU, I had a •bookcase in mind. 

Yeah, that's not bad. 

Um if I had said to put them right side by side rather than •separated it would've 
helped. And I said a •quarter of an kich apart. 

No, I said a •quarter of an inch apart. 

PRESIDENTL\L ELECTION 
•Depressed. 

WeU, I think the people ki the east talk to themselves they •convince themselves that 
uh it's a whole •different world up there in New England it's not like out here and they 
have absolutely no sense what's happening out here ki real America and uh I think uh 
•Bush is kkid of a fool but •I'm not reaUy sure I think too much of •Dukakis ither. 

WeU uh...^retrospectively I guess •Bentsen would probably have stood more of a 
•chance of election I think •America is looking for a father um knage and I think •Bentsen 
probably comes closer to the •father image than ither Bush or •Dukakis. 

MOVE 
Yeah, "A •Fish Named Wanda." You wanna talk about that marvelous •stutterer ki 

Uiere? 

Oh you oughtta see k. He does a beautiful job of nonfluency. 

It's superb, yeah. 

Oh uh...it's a comedy. It's about um...jewel thieves and uh uh uh people who uh 
•bunch of no account people who •spend thek time being very •foolish being very um uh 
incapable bekig very low comedy. Uh...it's amazing you see •every now and then •film 
in which uh uh comedy is so akin to paki that uh...k's like the •Saturday moming cartoons 
that •WyUe Coyote or um some someone runs off the •cliff and smashes himself to bks or 
is blown up or something and everyone laughs. 

Yeah the •stutterer is uh uh made cmel fun of. Uh a nice old lady wkh uh three dogs 
uh they're trying to kUl her and they got hung up •individually kiUing her three dogs her 
Uiree •nice little dogs which is cmel. 

Well, you •see •you're laughing. As I •teU you about tliis sweet old lady and her 
three dogs being kUled you •you say "Oh, how hortible" and •at Uie same tkne you're 
smUkig, yeah. 
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Oh uh •Kevin Cline is great. •This woman what's her name she's someone's 
daughter um...some fa^mous movie star's daughter I •thought she was terrible there's a 
British actor from •Monty Python who •wrote the script who is marvelous. 

Not reaUy aU that much, but um some of the people are good. 

Yeah. *l don't know if it's stiU here or not. It's been some time ago. 
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SUBJECT I 
Total number of stutterings: 24 

COMMISSIVE EXERCISE 
ff Uiat happen (sic) agaki, I'U give hkn a ticket. 
If that happens agaki, I'm gonna caU Uie police UI. 
ff that happens again, I'm gonna spank you. 
ff that happens again, I'm gonna give you some extra work, 
ff that happens agaki, I'm gonna take it out of your paycheck, 
ff that comes again, I'm gonna give you an "F" on your paper 'cause you copied 

somebody—you were cheating. 
ff that happens again, I'm not gonna •go to the store and •buy you some more. 
WeU, if that happens again, I'm not gonna do it no more. I get so embarrassed. 
But if that happens again, I'm gonna caU your parents...and let 'em know. 

WEEKEND PLANS 
Oh I'm going to a wedding. Uh my •friend's getting •married uh Saturday at five 

o'clock. 

Uh-huh here ki Lubbock uh-huh so, I'U probably go after work. 

Yeah because we work on weekends and •sometimes on weekends we go in at six and 
we get off at two fifteen so...probably give me tkne to take a nap and rest and get ready to 
go to the wedding. 

Oh, at •"T" "I"-Texas Instmments. 

You do? 

Oh, I work in the um on the •assembly line. 

Uh-huh, yeah. I been there weU, I been doing different jobs ever since I •started 
working, but I've been there about twelve years. 

AFTER THIS 
Oh weU after this? WeU, I'm gonna stop by the •Burger King and go get something to 

eat and then go home and watch TV. See, they have the new •Spanish station on on TV 
now and I like to watch it. I like the soap opera ki Spanish there. 

Uh.-.it's on channel seven. WeU, ours gets it on channel seven. 

No, it's a new station k's on the the air. 

Did you reaUy? It started about two weeks ago, I think. And I Uke to watch the soap 
operas too ki the weekday at six o'clock. 

Yeah, there's on one (sic), right now. Mmm hmm, yeah. 

BARRIER GAME 
ff I can remember. Something easy. Let me see...let me see...OK...Make k uh like 

something long. 
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Uh, weU make k square, but long. 

No, notreaUy. Just make k um...kind of large. OK and then uh undemeath, •put 
ckcles...on your left and your right. 

And then let me see...on the inside...you can make uh like a long stick not too long 
but a UtUe bk longer and then and then at the end you make a •ckcle around there. 

WeU, on the same •stick I told you to do, OK make a ckcle around there right there at 
the very end. 

Uh-huh. At the long...where I told you to draw the line inside... 

Right, uh-huh. At the line at the where I told you to draw the kiside. 

I thkik that's aU. 

Let me see....I think that's aU. 

Uh-huh. WeU, I was going to •teU you to make the the line through here the like a 
wheel the...driving the in the car you know in the...yeah, but it look like a car you know. 

BARRIER GAME 2 
That's what came to my mind. 

Something else? 

Uh, let me see...OK let me see. Make it a...a square—not too big. OK and then •on 
the •middle make a •straight line aU the way. 

WeU, I mean uh going that way. 

OK, and then draw um...some lines you know uh wide you know. 

Uh 'bout...four or five on each side. 

And I think that's aU. What could you...what do you think k could be? 

Uh...you do it aU the time. 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
Uh...I didn't want George Bush to won. I was hopkig for a Democrat, Mike 

Dukakis. 

WeU, because it's been so many years we've been having a •Republican and we 
wanted a Democrat. Maybe next time. 

WeU, yeah, but it's just like I said. When people are running for whatever they are 
they promise you so many tilings and when they get kito office, they uh •forgot what they 
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have tell-what they have said and aU that. That's how I look at k. So, sometknes to me, k 
just...don't make any difference who won...who wins, you know. 

Right. That's how I look at k. 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 
Like what questions, like...? 
Is it smaU? 
Oh uh...wUl he live outside? 
Um...wiU he take care of you at night? 
WiU he sleep outside? 
Can I say um what kind of animal it is? 
Would it be like a...a cow? 
Uh...is it something to kiU where we can •eat it? 
Is it a dog? 
UI a pig? 
Do you have to •take him something to eat? 
Or do they eat UI... 
A goat? 
I'm trying to think the animals you take hay, but (?) 
It's not no •lamb? 
•What color is he? 
AbuU? No. 
Does it have •four legs? 
Oh, a horse? 
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SUBJECT J 
Total number of stutterings: 36 

AFTER THIS 
The rest of my day today...wUl be to go home...I live...on fourth and Slide across 

from Wal-Mart I thkik you know where Uiat is. And I wUl go then 1 wUl...ttim on the 
TV...and at four fifteen I'U get back in the car and come pick up my wife who works at 
Texas Tech right up the stteet here come pick her up at four fifteen-no she's off at four 
thirty 'cause k takes me five or ten minutes so I'U come pick her up at four thkty and then 
I'U go home. 

Not uh weU I don't have too much to do. Later in the aftemoon I'U watch TV then we 
eat supper and then my •boy goes to uh Coronado •High School he usually gets home-
hell be gokig to Texas Tech but he wants to stay at uh at •Murdough HaU •like his brother 
did, but his grades are not as good as his broUier's. I don't thkik he's ever gonna...be able 
to go to the... 

He wanted to go to •the Air Force Academy. But I don't thkik. Sweetheart, he's 
gonna go. His grades are not as good like Paul. 

TWENTY QUESTIONS 
I don't know. 

WeU, I have a lot of things like that because I had a top secret clearance for years and 
I've had...a lot of interrogation...uh...ever been captured by the enemy it was my job for 
sixteen years to load and fuse the atomic bomb you know so so consequently uh uh uh 
psychologicaUy and...various things they reaUy check you pretty close. 

WeU, let me ask you one question. Are you •learning to be a school teacher like uh 
like uh Judy or... 

WeU I Uikik that's ruce. 

Work ki pubUc schools to help the...weU, are there a lot of chUdren in pubUc schools 
that do stutter? 

WeU I graduated from high school in nineteen •thkty nine and I think I was about the 
only...person in the class. 

I just wondered if •if here today in the eight weU in the nineteen eighty's eight that 
there are more •young people that are stuttering than than there there used to be. 

WeU, that's not too bad then. I used to stutter real bad •but over the years I 
have...learned uh how to how to help myseff you know a Uttle bk. But I fkid I find you 
may find that my brain is about is doing a hundred mUes an hour, and my mouth...can't 
keep up with...that makes me stutter. In other words I'm talking •to you and right now 
my braki is already thkikkig three four sentences ahead and I haven't even said it yet. And 
that and Uiat hurts. I find that I •thkik too fast and my mouUi can't keep up and then I 
smtter. I get mixed up. In other words, I'm jumpkig rope and aU the sudden I get tangled 
up in Uie rope...because I have done something that is not synchronized with my braki, my 
voice my mouUi or my...arms or my eyesight or or someUUng. I was told Uiat one tkne in 
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the Air Force. Uh he he said, "Look, slow down you're thinking too fast. You've got to 
slow down. Your braki is gokig a hundred mUes an hour and you're mouth is only going 
fifty. So consequenUy, you have ttouble." So maybe that'U help you. 

Is the anknal a wUd animal? 
Some are wUd...In other words, it's not an animal that you would have at home? 
Does the anknal have •fur? 
Or •feathers? 
He has skin? 
And the animal weighs a hundred pounds or less? 
He weighs more. WeU, that's a big anknal. 
Does the animal bark? 
Does the animal cry? 
Does the animal hunt at night? Or does Uie animal... 
Does the animal eat...eat meat or does the animal eat •grass? 
Oh weU OK. See that's a different story. Now we're talking. 
Is the animal a horse? 
Yeah, see know I figured right away • ! knew what k was then. 

I knew that would be that. As soon as soon as I find out that k...k don't cry, see...I 
spend a lot of •time with animals. 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
I'm very happy about it. Because I feel that uh...Mr. George Bush uh...is by far the 

best man and uh I've been very watching him very close. I watch very closely uh news 
about our country and news of foreign countries. 'Cause I've spent a lot of time and that uh 
I'm very pleased because see last week or so Bush has been doing a real good job. He's 
not even uh even uh President yet. And uh helping uh I think he's •gonna help the 
student. He knows that our country is number fifty-two on the list for having the 
•dumbest students ki the world uh...Japan is by far...You could brkig a gkl in here ten 
years old sit her down there and give her a test and there's one a gkl from the United States 
and •she'U beat her...in math or anything you want to. Japan, England and right now our 
country is way behind the countries of the world—even Russia...in math and student 
uh...history. And Bush knows that—we know that and we're trying to because if you 
don't do something now by the year two thousand the United States is gonna be a second 
gonna be worse than Mexico. 

BARRIER GAME 
WeU, I've never done anything like this before. WeU, what is it you want me to do 

now? 

OK..weU, you don't speak Spanish or anything like that? 

WeU that'd be •fun to •do k in SpaiUsh but you can't...OK, draw a ckcle. 

Draw a medium-sized ckcle approximately •at four o'clock at four o'clock on your 
paper. Now, you know what I'm taUiikig about four o'clock? You got twelve, three, 
four...approximately four o'clock...a ckcle. Then...m the middle of the ckcle, •put a big 
dot. 
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A big dot in the middle of the medium-sized •ckcle. Draw a Ikie...from the smaU 
circle in the middle of the •ckcle sttaight up. Draw one sttaight down. Draw one at three 
o clock. Draw one at nine o'clock. Then draw one at two o'clock. Then draw one at four 
o clock. And draw one at eight o'clock and draw one at ten o'clock. 

Now, •from the •smaU black dot ki the nuddle draw a •heavy line at approximately 
ten o'clock ten o'clock for approxknately...four kiches. 

At the dot •at the dot of Uie •at Uie ckcle in the middle of Uie ckcle. 

Big black dot kiside the ckcle draw a line at approximately ten o'clock. 

No, you ain't drawed one there. 

Four inches long. 

OK, the tip of your paper •is ten o'clock. Point k from this UI... 
WeU, •that's about k, then. 

What is k? 

It could be, yes. It's a cannon. 

See, you had it UI the same thing I did. 

No, I •just thought of it. 

WeU, you're pretty smart see 'cause you •got twelve o'clock, see here's twelve 
o'clock, two o'clock, six—I mean three o'clock. 

WEEKEND PLANS 
I have no plans for this weekend. 

No that's uh no plans •just stay home. 

Yeah, we'U be real busy when he comes home from the Naval Academy. 



APPENDIX C 

COMMISSIVE EXERQSE 

Researcher: I'm gokig to place this notecard ki front of you Uiat says, "If Uiat happens 
agaki, I'U ...". I wiU propose some hypothetical situations to you, and you teU me how 
you would respond, begkuung your sentence wiUi the phrase on Uie notecard. 

1. Pretend you're a poUceman and you puU someone over for speeding. You decide 
not to give hkn/her a ticket, but kistead you say, ....(Subject responds). 

2. Pretend you're ki your house. You look out your window and see several of the 
neighborhood chUdren tearkig up your yard. You open the wkidow and say,...(Subject 
responds). 

3. Pretend you're an elementary school teacher, and you see a chUd throw a pencU at 
his classmate. You then say,...(Subject responds). 

4. Pretend you're a high school teacher. WhUe you're lecturing, two students in the 
back of the classroom contkiuaUy talk to each other. FkiaUy, you say,...(Subject 
responds). 

5. Pretend you're a restaurant owner and you hke a new dishwasher. During his first 
night on the job, he breaks seven plates and five glasses. You say to him,...(Subject 
responds). 

6. Pretend you're a coUege professor. WhUe administering an examination, you 
observe one of the students cheating. You quieUy write a note at the top of the student's 
test paper teUing him/her to come to your office. When the student arrives, you 
say,...(Subject responds). 

7. Pretend you have a roommate. You buy several soft drinks and put them in your 
refrigerator every week. Your roommate drinks most of the soft drinks and never buys any 
more or offers to pay you for them. FinaUy, you say,...(Subject responds). 

8. Pretend you go snow skiing for the fkst time. You continually faU down. FinaUy, 
after a big faU, you say,...(Subject responds). 

9. Pretend you're the owner of a large department store. One of your managers 
brings a young boy to your office that was caught shoplifting. The boy seems extremely 
remorseftU, and so you decide to caU his parents but not the police. You say,...(Subject 
responds). 
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APPENDIX D 

RAW DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL SUBJECTS 

S = Stuttered 

NS = Not Stuttered 

SPEECH ACTS 

Subject Representatives Expressives Commissives Dkectives Questions 
S/NS S/NS S/NS S/NS S/NS 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

9/28 
8/16 
8/26 

11/ 9 
10/ 6 
23/14 
12/ 7 
9/ 6 
8/ 9 

12/20 

15/16 
11/29 
15/25 
11/12 
24/ 9 
7/13 

12/ 4 
19/14 
1/18 
7/25 

4/10 
8/ 3 
3/13 
4/10 
9/0 
6/7 

14/4 
4/11 
2/12 
1/ 7 

5/11 
9/ 6 
6/10 
4/14 

11/ 2 
14/ 8 
7/ 5 

17/13 
4/10 
6/13 

1/13 
14/ 8 
1/17 
4/20 
8/ 7 

10/16 
12/ 5 
8/12 
5/18 
4/14 

WORDS WITHIN SPEECH ACTS 

Subject 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

Representatives 
S/NS 

13/318 
14/158 
10/291 
12/171 
20/127 
39/398 
21/117 
15/135 
9/151 

15/366 

Expressives 
S/NS 

22/303 
15/281 
24/330 
11/213 
38/216 
15/218 
18/175 
30/260 

1/152 
8/380 

Commissives 
S/NS 

5/147 
16/73 
3/146 
4/130 

24/ 94 
9/135 

26/177 
4/142 
3/157 
1/ 83 

Dkectives 
S/NS 

7/166 
24/103 
7/157 
6/168 

19/ 93 
21/230 
19/100 
25/317 

6/134 
9/152 

Questions 
S/NS 

1/ 77 
25/ 89 
2/115 
4/111 

10/ 46 
12/128 
17/ 87 
9/ 90 
5/101 
4/120 
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